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Eternal truth emanating out of eternal wisdom of respected Swami Ramdev Ji Maharaj...

Practical philosophy and
concept of salvation
T

here are three stage of leading a divine way
of life. A sage has to do three big things in
his life. One is to make his body pure through
Asanas and Exercises and second to make his inner- self pure through Pranayam and meditation
and by using Ashtang Yoga he should make his
conduct pure by following Yam- Niyam. When
a man gets these three things pure then he becomes like a deity, sage, great man. That means.
His life becomes divine. Which means physical
pain, mental pain, stress, depression, problems of
life, problems in one’s own behaviour and nature
and all other pains which one gets from others
get away from him. When one’s life is free from
all forms of illusions, scarcities, pain and unhappiness, etc., that means is in true sense salvation
in life. This is the main theory of salvation or
freedom. The man who make this life blooming like flowers, smiling, fragrant (through the
smells of his good conduct), he is in a
real sense a sage enjoying a true
freedom in life. His freedom
or salvation continues even
after his death. But one who
could not win over pains of
life, nobody can be sure that
he will be able to get salvation after his death.
YOG SANDESH Ð JANUARY 2017
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Asanas and exercises:
The researches in the field of medical science
until now have led us to the conclusion that a
healthy person must do Asanas and Exercises
for at least 20-30 minutes to stay fit and healthy
and get rid of stress, depression and old age related diseases.
Yuktaharviharasya Yuktacheshtasya Karmasu I
Yukta Swapnavabodhasya Yogo Bhawati Dukhaha II The Geeta 6/7

It means, the one whose food, behaviour, all
activities and efforts, sleep and awakening, etc.
are appropriate and balanced, for them, it becomes destroyer of all pains in life.
How so big one is a sage or saint, if he will avoid
Asanas, exercises or proper food then he cannot
be free from problems related to his body. This
fact cannot be overlooked. The lives of many
great men are exemplary in this regard. Despite
leading a high quality of life with respect to
spiritualism, they had to face the health related
complications including diseases like cancer.

Meditation with Pranayam:
If one does Pranayam properly for at least half
an hour a day, his inner- self will become pure
and he attains the state of super - consciousness.
Describing the benefits of Pranayam, Yogdarshan says ‘Tatah Ksheeyate Prakashavaranam’ (Yog. 2/52)

‘Prano Brahmeti’ (Upanishad) which means
the Sanskara that was followed by us with Kriyayoga they get rooted out with the help of
meditation. ‘Yogangnushnaadashuddhikshaye
Gyanadeeptiravevakakhyateh’ (Yog. 1/28) it
means the meditation followed by Pranayam
destroys the impurity of our inner self and it
also enhances the light of knowledge until we
attain complete enlightenment. Without Pranayam and meditation no one can get the purity of Indriyas and mind, restrain on oneself,
restrain on desires, self- realisation and the realisation of the Almighty.
4
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Following Yam- Niyam under
Ashtang- Yoga:
By following Yam- Niyam one attains spiritual
purity. The last truth of a pure soul is the purity of one’s behaviour. ‘Acharanheenah Na
Punanti Vedah’. (Rigved). It means the man
whose behaviour is not pure, he cannot be made
pure even with the help of the verses of Vedas.
The best endeavour of a human’s is the purity
of one’s behaviour. ‘Atha Trividhduhkhatyantanivrittiratyanta Purusharthah’. It means the
complete absence of the three types of painsAdhibhautik, Adhidaivik and spiritual - is in
fact the absolute endeavour. ‘Yatah Pravrittirbhootanam Yen Sarvamidam Tatam’ Swakarna
Tamabhyarchaya Siddhim Vindati Manavah II
(The Geeta 18/46) . It means, a human attains
all the Siddhis or skills in life by worshiping the
Almighty who is the cause of the existence of
all the living beings, who has influence on the
whole universe. ‘Pavitra Me Shatayusha’ (Veda).
Which means, may I lead a life full of purity and
get a life which is hundred years long.
Swe- Swe Karmanyabhiratah Sansiddhim Labhate Narah I
Swakarmaniratah Siddhim Yatha Vindati Tachchhrinu II (The Geeta 18/45)

The one who is engaged in his own Karma or
endeavour, he attains Siddhi.
Therefore a sage becomes well- wisher of the
whole universe by practising Yoga, Asanas, exercises, Pranayam, meditation and Yam- Niyam
with divinity of his behaviour and purity.
Without following Yam- Niyam, one cannot
become a good human being, a good parent,
a good mentor or teacher, a good disciple, a
good farmer, trader, leader, actor and an ideal
citizen, let alone becoming a sage. If one talks
about spiritualism overlooking the importance
of following the path of Yam- Niyam, then
he cannot be recognised as a genuine human
being because Yam- Niyams are in fact the
pillars of spiritualism. The fundamental rules
of spiritualism, its methods and its entire
philosophy are fundamentally based on
Yam- Niyam.n

Aloevera Gel,
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get
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Essence of Dharma
There is hardly any differences of opinion on formulas of science and mathematics. All agree that two and two makes four. Nobody also contradicts it that H2O, that is two parts of hydrogen and one part of oxygen make water because these are visible
truth but the facts which are not visible in the world have lots of differences of opinion in the world especially when it comes
to discussion on religion or Dharma. Due to absence of true knowledge about religion, there has been a lot of fight on it. The
ideas expressed in the scriptures like the Vedas, the Koran, the Bible, the Gurugranthsahib, etc. are not that important, but the
things which are most important are the ways of life followed by the followers of these scriptures.

Acharya Balkrishna

P

eople are interested to know how a religious person lives and
behaves. There is a rule of the Almighty which is found in the
scriptures like Vedas, second is the rule of the world which has been
described in the constitution and those who follow the command of
the Almighty, they follow both the laws. What is the shape or form
of the Almighty? Truth, justice, love, good behaviour, morality, nonviolence, etc. are the various forms of the Almighty. What is the evidence that proves that the Almighty exists. If we look from the close,
then my own existence which means the heart, the liver, etc. in the
body, their existence and their function day in and day out and formation of nutritious juices in the body, appearance of a child in the
uterus of a woman, etc. are the clear evidence in this regard.
If we see from outside, then creation of this enormous universe, about
which it is said that it is difficult to know it let alone knowing hot
to create it, is the evidence of the existence of the Almighty. What
is it to take a Darshan or a view of the Almighty. Experiencing the
inspiration of the Almighty in our inner self is in fact the Darshan
of the Almighty. Second is that in this external world in his creation
all around experiencing that creator is the Darshan of the Almighty.
What is the proof that one has taken the Darshan of the Almighty?
If in a person’s life there is any internal or external prosperity then he
has got the grace of the Almighty. There is its proof and if any divine
enlightenment, divine love, unbreakable dedication and strong endeavour are found in his life, then it proves that he has taken a Dar-
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shan of the Almighty. In Traividya of Vedas, the divine enlightenment has been described as Gyan Yog or pure enlightenment, divine
love and unbreakable dedication and they have been called Bhakti
Yog or Pure worshiping of the Almighty and the strong endeavour
is called Karma Yoga or pure action. Where does the Almighty live?
He is available to all living beings all the time - ‘Ishavasyamidam Sarvam’ ‘Vasudeva Sarvam’ which means Siya-Ram are all around in the
universe. If he is available all around then why we cannot get excess
to him? If one’s inner- self has any kind of flaw, then it is not possible
to get access to him. What is Dharma ? ‘The thing that helps us to get
Nihshreyas is Dharma’. What is Abhyudaya? Over all , which means
physical, mental, intellectual, spiritual, social, political point of view,
development and growth of humans and non- humans is the total
growth. Hence over all, permanent, decentralised, justified and pure
prosperity is in fact Abhyuday. What is Nishshreyas? It means the
thing which is in totality auspicious, and ensures welfare of all which
means the thing which through yoga, spiritualism, meditation, etc.
first goes in the mind and then it starts reflecting in the conduct of
life, is in fact Nihshreyas. Where do struggles start due to absence of
the knowledge about Dharma ? When one does not know the essence of Dharma the big struggles start. They are - 1. Sectarian struggle, 2. Economic Struggle, 3. Political Struggle, 4. Struggle in the field
of education, 5. Struggle related to diseases, pain and health.
1. Sectarian struggle:
Only my sect is the best and all humans should become a follower of
my religion and one can get salvation only by following my religion
or sect, etc. are misconceptions lead to religious conversions which
gives birth to a struggle in which the rights of a human are snatched.
2. Economic struggle:
I have a lot of wealth due to which I am the best. Only I am superior,
etc. are also wrong notions and instead better one should think it
that I am the best and others are also the best can be a good idea.
3. Political struggle:
My party, its ideology and its agenda are the best give birth to struggle among parties.
4. Struggle in education:
What should necessarily be taught to children is not properly decided and absence of opportunity for quality education to financially
weak students. Lack of creativity in the country due to lack of proper
educational facilities, and incapable persons occupying top positions
in the country.
5. In the absence of proper knowledge
regarding healthcare, many people die untimely and in many cases a
lot of time and wealth are wasted due to dangerous diseases.

Our motto is to use a human’s yoga of energy and
Karma and good deeds so
that they could not be influenced by negativity and
they could be engaged in
positive things
What is the motto of Patanjali?
• To get rid of all the five above mentioned
struggles, and promoting harmony, brotherhood, and establishing spiritual nation is
our motto. This has also been the vision of
the Vedas and our great sages.
• To create humans full of greatness and divinity with the help of Yoga, Ayurveda and
Swadeshi whose life could become exemplary because qualities and flaws increase
according to one’s company. Hence people
will be more and more interested towards
yoga in the company of sages is our main
goal.
• Ill thinking, ill feelings, bad deeds should be
avoided as much as possible and one should
get good thoughts, good feelings, good
deeds, etc. as much as possible.
• A man’s energy, yoga and Yog Karma help
him to get rid of negativity and it is our
motto to engage people in meaningful
things.
• This is the era of promo and advertisement,
if we won’t promote yoga and indigenous
then ill things will continue to spread in the
society.
@ Who will be the successor of Patanjali?
Patanjali’s successor will not be appointed
from among traders but the saint men and
women will succeed Baba Ramdev and
Acharya Balkrishna. n
YOG SANDESH Ð JANUARY 2017
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White Asparagus: An indigenous
herb useful in many diseases
is mainly a herb of tropical regions of Europe and West Asia and in India, it is found in the the western
White Asparagus Himalayan region and the states like Punjab, Uttarakhand, upto the height of 1600 mitres and also
in Gujarat, Uttar Pradesh and central parts of India. There are two species of it and both of them are
almost same in terms of quality. The first one is Asparagus Adscendens Roxb. and the second one is Chlorophytum Borivilianum Santapau & Fernandes.
Scientific name: Asparagus
adscendens Roxb. Syn-Aspaaragus Satawar James A.
Murry; Family name:
Liliaceaae, English name:
Wild Asparagus,

Acharya Balkrishna

Sanskrit : Shwet Moosali,
Moosali, Hindi: Safed Moosali, Mooshali, Khairoova,
Hazarmooli; Urdu: Shatavar,
Oriya: Chhotaru, Mohajolo,
Gujarati: Dholi Musali,
Kunwar, Ujli Musali,
Tamil: Kilavari, Nirmittan,
Telugu: Sallogadda,
Challagadda,
Bengali: Satmooli, Satamuli,
Shatmuli; Punjabi: Bozidan,
Bozidun; Marathi: Pandhri
Musli, Safed Musali,
Malayalam: Shedevali,
Satavali, Satavari. Persian:
Shukakule Hindi, Shuqaqul ,
Arabic: Shuqaqule Hindi

8
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Its flowers are white in colour. Its
roots are white, long in size and
found in a bunch of 5-7, it is sticky
and contains sweet juice. Its roots
are sold in the market with the
name Safed Musali.

Asparagus adscendens
Roxb.:
It is straight, in multiple branches, a leafy
plant. Its stem is long, thick, cylindrical,
almost straight, branches are bent, grey
in colour, with 12-18 mm long thorns.
Its leaves are pointed and bright green in
colour. Its roots originate from root stem,
white, long with wrinkles and can easily
be broken. The thickness of roots can
be six mm and it soaks water when it is
put in water. Its flower period is between
October and February.

Health in Herbs
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Chlorophytum Borivilianum Santapau & Fernandes:
It is found in the hilly area of India.
It contains thick roots, its age is one
year or two years. Its leaves are simple,
Moolankur, in the shape of spear or in
semi oval shape. Its flowers are white
in colour. Its roots are also white, long,
sticky, found in the bunch of 5-7 and

contains sweet juice. In the market its
roots are recognised as Safed Musali.
Its flower and fruits period is between
November and April.

Chemical composition:
Its plants contains Saiponine, B- Sitosterol, Diaosgenine, Asperinine,
Adeskendinin, Adaskendoside, Jailoze,
Remnose, Glucose, Pomitic Acid,
Steric Acid and Ureonic Acid.

Medicinal Use and method to use:
•

For breast growht: Take 2-4 gm
Musali powder and add equal
quantity of crystal sugar and administer it with milk. It will ensure
a better growth of breasts.
Stomach related diseases:
• Dysentery: Take 2-4 Musali root
powder and mix it in milk as its

use is very effective in this problem.
• Stomach problem: Take 1-2
Musali roots powder as its use is
very effective in the problems like
dysentery, Udavart, stomach pain,
lack of appetite, etc.
Kidney related diseases:
• Mutrakrichchhra: Take 1-2 gm
Musali roots powder as its use is
effective in this disease.
Diseases related to sex organs:
• Take 1-2 gm Musali roots powder
and add equal quantity of crystal
sugar as its sue cures problems
like general weakness and sperm
related weaknesses.
• Gonorrhoea (Sujaak): By taking
1-2 gm of its roots powder, it is
very useful in this disease.
• Pradar: Its 1-2 gm powder is also
useful in this problem.
• Weakness: Take 2-4 gm of its
YOG SANDESH Ð JANUARY 2017
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Ayurvedic properties:
s:

•

roots powder and mix it with
sugar candy and take with milk.
It will cure all types of weakness.
For strong sperm: For this take
2-4 gm Moosali powder and
add equal quantity of sugar in
it and then take it with cow
milk, as it will make your sperm
strong. It is also effective in
the problems like urine related
diseases.

•
Bone joint related diseases:
• Arthritis : Make paste of
Moosali roots and apply on
the affected area. It will be very
useful.
@ Rasayan Vajikaran: Take equal
quantity of white Moosali,
Guduchi Satta, Kaummach
seeds, Gokharu, Semal Kand,
Amla and sugar to make this
powder. Take its 2-4 gm and
use with milk or ghee as it is
very useful in enhancing the
properties of Vajikaran. n
10
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1. Asparagus Adscendens Roxb.:
» This species of white Musali
has the properties like sweetness, hot, heavy, cures gastric,
Vrishya, Brihan.
» It cures problems like pitta,
burning sensation, anal
problems.
» Its leaves cures cough
problem.
» Its Kand is Vajjikarak
» Its roots are Prashamak,
cures anaemia, gives strength,
cool , etc.
» Its juicy roots contain steroid
based saponin which in test
tube prohibits the growth of
Pathogenic organisms.
» It shows the activity of insulin
growth and contains the digestion of starch.
» Its aqueous and alcoholic extract in tube test shows antifilariasis activity towards setaria cervi.
2. Chlorophytum Borivilianum Santapau & Fernandes :
» The roots of this
species is sweet,
Stambhak, enhances
sex power, soft, cures
cough, cool, good for
urine discharge, gives
strength.
» In obesity, piles,
breath problems,
anaemia, Shwashnalikapradah, Hridwivikar and diabetes, it is very useful.
» In tube test, it shows antistress action.
» It also shows Analgesic properties.
» Its root extract also shows anti swelling properties.
» It also shows the properties to cure diseases. n

Speaking pictures
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Respected Swami ji Maharaj holding discussions with his excellency Sri Keshari Nath Tripathi on national issues
at West Bengal Governor House

Respected Swami ji Maharaj holding discussions with Union Sports Minister Sri Vijay Goel on promoting
sports culture among the youth of the nation
YOG SANDESH Ð JANUARY 2017
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Patanjali Movement in the eyes of
economic analysts of country
Gomukh, it will not be easy for anyone to imagine that after originating from the Himalayas, it will give life
to
crores of farmers, the poor, devotees, helpless people, etc. and the common water of the Ganga will become
ON SEEING
so revered in the form of Ganga Sagar. Behind this, lies Bhagirath’s penance, resolve, commitment and his
vision due to which it has continued to do good for all. Similarly, Patanjali Yogpeeth that is a brain child of respected Swami
Ji and Acharya Balkrishna ji whose commitment for the success of their vision made it a reality and it will be pertinent to
term their efforts as the endeavour like that of Bhagirath’s. This movement which is just 23 years old, has given to the nation
innumerable devotees of Yoga, great yoga experts, lakhs of proponents of Swadeshi and nationalism. This has given a new
strength to the skills devised buy our ancient sages, they have also got a new vision. Moreover, the country has also started
move on the fast track of development and this has prompted our economic experts to analyse these developments. Here
we present the views of these experts on Patanjali- Co- editor

Fifty years old fitness
trainer Saudamini
Pani says- Patanjali
shows the
advertisements of
flour, sugar and
pulses, but when we
visit a Patanjali store,
most of these products are out of stock.
Biscuits and juices are
available of course

12
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Business perseverance of Baba
Ramdev
Dharmendra Chaudhary, New Delhi,
India TV
After impressing the whole world with
the goodness of yoga, now Swami
Ramdev ji Maharaj is presenting tough
challenges to international manufacturers. He had launched Patanjali Ayurveda Ltd. in 2006. Today this
company has a long series of products
including herbal tea, fruit juice, toiletries. Patanjali Ayurveda is moving fast
in the FMCG market and it has been
launching one innovative product after
another. To present a tough challenge
to Maggi of Nestle, it has launched

Patanjali Atta Noodles with a tag linecook quickly eat carefree. Moreover,
Patanjali is also preparing to give challenge to Global Sports Wear Brands
of Nike and Addidas by launching
its yoga wear collection. These products have a yearly turnover of Rs. 2.64
crores in the Indian market.

Patanjali gives challenge to big
brands:
Patanjali earned a total revenue of
Rs. 2500 crores over the last year and
now it is preparing to give tough fight
to big players of FMCG market. The
company has surpassed many enlisted
FMCG companies like Emami, P&G,
Jyoti Laboratory, etc. in terms of revenue earning. Arvind Singhal, the
director of management consultancy
Technopark, had said that if Patanjali
Ayurveda could achieve its target of
Rs. 5000 cores of revenue, then it will
become one of the top 56 FMCG firms
of the country. It has also achieved it.
Moreover, given the recent announcements of product launch, it seems that
the company in the next 2-3 years will
become one of the top three companies in this field.
Patanjali has a big retail chain: Through
nearly 1.77 lakh retailers, Patanjali
has been selling its products. Besides,
to expand its business Patanjali has
struck a deal with Future Group under
which Patanjali products will be sold
through Future group’s retail stores like
Big Baazar, Food, Bazar, Neelgiri and
Food Hall. This group has its presence
in more than 95 cities and it is one of
the largest groups of the country. It is
to be noted that Patanjali Ayurveda’s
headquarters are located at Haridwar,
Uttarakhand and it was started with a
meagre capital of Rs. 41 crores only.

The power of Patanjali Ayurveda:
According to the report of international brokerage firm CLSL, Patanjali’s strength has reached to common
people directly. It was said in the report that the company was following
traditional methods to sell its products
and it was preparing to fast- track its
pace. Normally, an FMCG company
spends 10-15 percent of its income on
advertisements, whereas Patanjaly fully
count on Swami Ramdev ji Maharaj
only. Though, Patanjali has now started to advertise its products through
TV and newspapers. According to
CLSA, Patanjali has the capacity to
reach out to twenty crore people who
are directly or indirectly through the
yoga being propagated by Baba Ramdev ji Maharaj.

Patanjali’s target to reach out
to crores of retail stores of the
country:
Shefali Bhatta, New Delhi- Economic
Times
Chitra Kartik, a corporate tax consultant, who lives in Mumbai, when visited her uncle’s place in Kerala last December, she found that her uncle had
started a Patanjali franchise on the first
floor of his house. It was the influence
of Patanjali products that she bought
Patanjali products worth Rs. 1000 immediately. She the items bought were
not enough so they got finished soon
and she had to visit a Mumbai grocery
shop. Chitra Kartik says that she tried
a lot to get Patanjali tooth paste at the
retail stores in her vicinity but it could
not be found anywhere and finally she
had to remain contented with Himalaya’s toothpaste. She conceded it that
Patanjali’s Dantkanti is really nice and
her mother-in-law also likes it a lot but
YOG SANDESH Ð JANUARY 2017
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People know it that I
am solely responsible
for the quality of the
products. They have
seen me doing struggle
for the last 20-25 years.
They are aware of the
fact that Baba Ramdev
sleeps on the floor and I
don’t know anything for
myself. Can any CEO of
any firm take responsibilities of his products
standing in front of a
camera like this?
they didn’t have time search for this
product as it is rarely available in the
market.
Chitra is not a single example of it as
there are many more people who want
to use Patanjali products but they are
not easily available.
Fifty years old fitness trainer Saudamini Pani says- Patanjali shows the
advertisements of flour, sugar and
pulses, but when we visit a Patanjali
store, most of these products are out of
stock. Biscuits and juices are available
of course. She asks that if you cannot
meet the demand then why do you do
thing much of advertisement. On this
respected Acharya Balkrishna ji Maharaj says that Patanjali finds it very difficult to meet people’s demand despite
its 1200 Patanjali Chikitsalayas, 2500
14
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Arogya Kendras and 7000 stores located in rural areas. He said that his team
is preparing to open 250 mega stores
in tier -1 cities. Patanjali is also planning to strick a deal with some other
retail stores like Big Bazar, Reliance
retail, Hypercity, Star Bazar, D-mart,
Spensers, More, Apollo Pharmacy, etc.
Through them Patanjali can successfully get a reach to 4500 stores across the
country. Besides there is also an online
facility available for purchases.
Multi- national companies get sleepless nights: According to the projections oft FMCG industry, Patanjali
products are available at nearly two
lakh retail shops of the country at present. Though in comparison to Hindustan Uniliver, it is just 1/30 times as
the products of Hindustan Uniliver are
available at nearly 60 lakh retail stores
but the outstanding growth story of
Patanjali in the recent times has given
these companies a sleepless night. If we
talk of colgate and Nestle about whom
Swami ji has declared to surpass them,

their products are found at 47 lakh and
35 lakh stores respectably. In this situation it can be easily understood that
Patanjali can launch a drive to reach
out to retail stores to surpass these
brands.

Patanjali is a new trend of change
in the world of industries:
Kiran Somvanshi- Economic Times
A decade ago, modern trade had
changed the face of shopping in the
country. After this, there came the era
of e-commerce and online shopping.
Now Patanjali Ayurveda has come up
with a new trend of change which has
rocked the consumer goods sector.
Patanjali’s growing popularity and its
powerful brand have taught a lot many
things to Indian FMCG sector which
are very important. They are as follows:
No need for brand premium: To leave
a great impression on consumers it is
not needed to expect high return on
your premium brand. Because Patanja-
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li products are cheaper than the products of other brands from the same
category. Founder of e-create value
advisers and former CEO of Marico
Milind Sarvate is of the view that Patanjali has compatly changed the idea
of getting high return on a premium
brand and spending more and more on
advertisement.
Quality of products is USP: Patanjali
has once again brought focus on the
quality of a product. For the success
of a product it is necessary that they
should rise above the noise of advertisements an provide a value to their
consumers and their needs. Of the
two most popular brands of Patanjali,
one is its Ghee and the second one is
its toothpaste though there are already
many competitors- both indigenous
and international- in these segments.
A recent sector report of Spark Capital
says that present turmoil in the market
will have a short term impact but it will
also ensure prominence of the quality
of over all FMCG products.
A strong brand ambassador: Yoga
Guru Baba Ramdev ji Maharaj himself
promotes herbal and organic products of Patanjali which proves it that
endorsement by a celebrity will help a
product only when he is closely related
to the product. This is the reason why
promotion of Patanjali products by
Baba ji is greatly helpful to these products. It is clear from the example that
last year when Nestle’s maggi landed
into controversy, its brand ambassadors were also criticised.

Consumer is god:
Patanjali ‘s rise has made the companies
trading in FMCG market conscious. It
has become important to provide best
quality products to consumers in every

situation. It has reminded the FMCG
companies that by ignoring the interests and importance of consumers, no
company can earn huge profit for a
long time.
Patanjali proved it that a new trend can
be started any time in any industry. Despite a throat cutting competition and
weak demand in the market, Patanjali
products have been successful in getting a strong position in the market.
An analyst who keeps a track on industry is the view that an industry always
has a lot of scope to do something new.
To repeat it and giving it a competition
is not easy.

Management plays a significant
role :
During last few years, Patanjali brand
has fast grown to be a Rs. 5000 crore
worth FMCG company, while other
companies took many years to get this
place. On this Sarvate says- Formal
Management structure due to its complexities makes a business very slow.

panies spend a lot on advertisement.
They make celebrities their brand ambassador for which they pay in crores.
I stand before a camera and speak to
promote my products. People know
it well that I am responsible for the
quality of my products. They have seen
me do a lot of struggle for the last 2025 years. They know it well that Baba
Ramdev sleeps on floor and he needs
nothing for himself. Can you imagine
it that any CEO of an FMCG company will stand in front of a camera to
promote his products?
According to Swami ji, people have trust
on his brand. He said that we are no way
inferior to our competitors but we use
the best class technology and this is the
reason why Patanjali is more successful
in providing better quality products
than any other company in the country.
He says that Patanjali will soon become
the most successful brand in the world.

Charity not profit:
Our aim is to use the profit on the sale
of our products for charity, especially

This is the secret of Patanjal’s
success:
Atul Sethi, New Delhi- Economic
Times:
Baba Ramdev has seen many stages
of transformation in life from a Yoga
Guru to an activist to a business guru.
These days he seems to be maintaining
a distance from making political statements but he has many plans for Patanjali and his business expansion. He
is also very happy from the success of
Patanjali. According to him, transparency in business and responsibility are
key to this success.

Responsible for product quality:
He says that Multi- National ComYOG SANDESH Ð JANUARY 2017
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on education. I want that 80 percent
of our profit should be spent on education. Decisions are taken by Acharya Balkrishna ji Maharaj. Swami
Ramdev ji Maharaj is of the view that
if many people will be involved in decision making process, then the plans
will not be implemented in a proper
manner. He also said that Patanjali
will never be run ever by any family.
He said, “We have a team of more
than 500 sages. My guru has trained
theme in the way as I was trained by
him. We will train at least 5000 sages
who would be able to take care of the
business of Patanjali in future.”

cludes products like Agarbatti,
Dhoop, copper Diya or lamp, etc.
Patanjali Ayurveda’s managing director respected Acharya Balkrishna ji
Maharaj told ET that he was preparing another new brand Astha. After
research it is revealed that many well
established companies use chemicals in these products while manufacturing them which is against the
interests of the consumers. Hence
they need natural products in this
segment.

Respected Acharya
Balkrishna Ji Maharaj
said on indigenous jeans
that that it will be fully
indigenous in its style,
design and fabric. Our
Patanjali’s Khadi is based on Majeans for women willl
hatma Gandhi’s ideology:
Ratna Bhushan, New Delhi- Economic
be a bit loose to ensure
Penance
and
endeavour
(Karma
Times
comfortability of its
Yoga) are in root:
Yoga Guru Ramdev’s entry in the
users.
Describing about his life style, Baba
Ramdev ji Maharaj said that he normally gets up before 4 O’clock everyday. By 4.30, he is busy doing yoga,
after two hours of yoga and meditation, he spends his time at Patanjali
Ayurveda. His 4-5 hours everyday are
spend while holding discussions with
people on important issues. He takes
very light breakfast. He takes figs or
Anjeer or juice in his breakfast. In
lunch and dinner he takes vegetables.
He says that he spent his 18 years of
life surviving on fruits and milk. Now
he has started to take some other
stuffs.
Swami ji hardly has any leisure time.
He wants to be remembered by the
people as a hardworking sage. The
secret of his success also lies in this
statement of Swami ji.

Patanjali’s chemical free Pooja
materials segment:
Patanjali has launched a segment
called “Patanjali Astha” which in16
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clothing sector and his plans to launch
Khadi products has given positive response from textile industry. Some
names of the industry have consulted
Patanjali with their products.
Sources say that in the beginning of
this week, a team of Raymond group
has shown its samples to Patanjali
executives and Ahmadabad based
Arvind Ltd. has also been in talks with
Patanajli while exploring possibilities
for business.
Swami Ramdev ji Maharaj is planning
to enter in Khadi sector at a huge scale.
He has said it that if foreign brands
like FabIndia has been selling Khadi
products then it is a murder of Mahatma Gandhi’s ideology. Patanjali is
working on a big plan to enter in clothing sector. From underpants to coat,
everything will be manufactured. He
suggested that Indians should be fully
indigenous.
He said that some brands from manufacturing sector have consulted him
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and some meetings have also taken
place. He stressed that he will take the
entire industry together and it will be a
combined endeavour.

Quality product is our target:
Patanjali is working on its plan to provide organic clothing to those who have
problems like obesity, diabetes, etc. Patanjali’s CEO respected Balkrishna ji
Maharaj told ET that he wants to use
natural dyes to prepare purely natural,
organic and herbal clothing to people.
When asked whether Patanjali will
open its retail outlets for its clothing,
Acharya ji replied that this is under
consideration. Everything will be done
only after survey, research and development. He added that Patanjali will also
ensure it that quality products could be
made available to its customers.

Patanjali Indigenous jeans will be
fully Indian in terms of style,
design, fabric:
Vasudha Venugopal, New Delhi- Economic Times
Oil, ghee, pickles, biscuits, toothpaste
and shampoo, etc. are the products
which have already rocked the market,
now Patanjali is going to launch its
jeans. These jeans will be available for
both men and women.
This indigenous jeans will be in accordance with Indian culture and
traditions. Speaking to ET, Acharya
Balkrishna ji said that this jeans will
be loose fit and comfortable for Indian
women and it will appear like other Indian apparels.
Acharya ji added that jeans is a western concept and we can do two things
with it- either boycott it or adopt it. In

second option, we can customise it according to our needs, so that it could
be adapted according to our traditions.
Respected Acharya Balkrishna ji Maharaj ji also said that jeans has become
highly popular in India and this cannot be separated from our lifestyle.
Acharya ji added that this product will
be completely Indian in terms of its
design, style and fabric and it will also
be a bit loose fit for Indian women.
It will comfortable according to our
traditions and families will find them
really very comfortable while using
it. According to yoga guru, Patanjali
will manufacture both traditional and
modern attire. According to Swami ji
this plan for establishing Patanjali in
the global market is very crucial.

Patanjali has set a target of
producing one lakh crores
by 2020:
Navbharat Times
At a media event Yoga guru
Swami Ramdev ji Maharaj said
that Patanjali has set a target of
manufacturing products worth
Rs. 100000 crores. Patanjali has in
the last four years got a growth of
100 percent. This year again it is
on the same track. In the next 2-3
years our target is to take inhouse
production to Rs. 50000 crores. By
2020, Patanjali has set a target to
manufacture products worth Rs.
100000 crores. n
YOG SANDESH Ð JANUARY 2017
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Favour of reign of guru, service and organisation
Dr. Suman, Chief Central In-charge of Women ‘s cell, Patanjal Yog Sameeti
of us are associated with Patanjali Yogpeeth Haridwar according to our interests and capacity. Before knowing about various
aspects of Patanjali Yogpeeth, let us try to know that what this Patanjali Yogpeeth is in reality. It is a spiritual institute. What
is its origin? It is basically service through yoga, Ayurveda and promotion of indigenous, and its body is - organisation or institute
and the sage who has got awakened with the physical, mental, intellectual, social, economic, scientific and yoga related divine power.
From beginning of the world till now, and even in future, the main purpose is to serve the humanity. Its medium is the organisation
and the institute and the vision behind it- like the power of Guru and the invisible power that is the Almighty, hence one must take
experience of the blessings of the benefit of being associated with the institute on which one must take intellectual thinking, and get
knowledge and Paramarthik would appear before us automatically while we are going our service.

ALL

Respected Swami Ji
Maharaj says that when
we visit to a Shrotriya,
Brahmanishtha and capable
Guru, then we have a feeling
of serving others and the
feeling of dedication, with
the feeling of dedication and
service for Guru, we display
perseverance in life with
full dedication and in an
organised manner, and we
keep moving ahead in life.
i). The effect of the element of
Guru:
In this regard, all our brothers and sisters contemplate seriously on the three
things and get ready to lead a spiritual
way of life in the feet of the Almighty.

1. The visionary who can see
invisible truth:
Shrotriya Brahmanishtha capable
reign of the Almighty and without
the shelter of a Guru, new spiritual
18
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truth cannot appear because in the
spiritual style of life two types of truth
can be experienced- Visible truth
which means viewing the Almighty in
known, visible, expressed, direct and
the form that is spread in the world,
second one is- invisible, unknown,
shapeless, unexpressed, indirect and
the experience that is from beyond
this universe and this can happen in
the company of the Guru who knows
the Almighty well.

2. Divine support:
Without sacred dependence one cannot take forward the spiritual life.
Without it no existence of any living
or non- living is possible. Whether it
is this material world or be it spiritual
life, we need one or other support.
Attainment of the Almighty in the
spiritual life or experiencing the Almighty direct support of the blessings
of the Almighty is the only path.
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Parilakshya
Lokankarmachintanbrahmano
Nirvedmayapastyakritah Kritena I
Tadwigyanartham Sa Gurumevabhigachchhetsamitpanih Shrotriyam
Brahmanishtham II (Mundakah1/12)
It means, one can get Krita from Krita
only, the one that is born and that will
ultimately die only that can be found.
One cannot get Akrit by the means
of Krit. The Almighty is Akrita, as
he is not born, not has any origin, he
has go no end at all. An Akratu can
get Akrit. Tamakratuh Pashyati. To
know that Akrita, it is important to
be in the feet of a capable Guru. That
means the Guru who has the qualities
of penance, celibacy, three Samadhis.
A Guru is like fire, a disciple is dissolved in his Guru and he has got to
be the reflection of him.

3. The representative of
eternity:
We cannot not prove the existence of
the Almighty with scientific methods.
The principle of self work, the cycle
of the nature, science, result of one’s
deeds, the system of justice, etc. are
the basis on which we consider the
existence of the Almighty. In the absence of cause, a work is not done. For
example one cannot make cloth without thread. If there will not be mud,
no pot can be made. Mud is cause,
making a pot is the work. Similarly,
this world is a work, the Almighty is
its cause. Therefore we can think of
the existence of the Almighty but to
know about his qualities, one needs to
be in the company of a capable Guru.

Fundamentally the Almighty is an invisible absolute truth or the supreme
power. The Guru with the blessings
of the Almighty, he has knowledge
about the Almighty, sensitivity of the
Almighty, in a way he is the incarnation of the power of the Almighty.
With their devotion and dedication
they acquire divine powers. In the
company of such a capable Guru, we
can grow properly.

4. The actor of divine transformation:
To understand the influence of a Guru
is in a way like understanding the influence of the Almighty but one can
make efforts to acquire it as much as
possible. If one wants to transform
his life then Guru is the only hope for
it. Qualities of a Guru is the one that
breaks our internal inertia and awakens us and introduce us with ourselves
and finally makes us like him. A Guru
is not the metal that transforms iron
into gold, but he is like the insect
that closes all other insects in a hole
and releases them when they become
like him. Many people raise fingers
on our mistakes but it hardly brings
any change in our life. Many changes
have taken place in the life crores of
people with the blessings of Acharya
ji and Swami ji. Many times we start
giving suggestions to our Guru that
Swami ji, many helpless people live in
remote villages, they live without resources and we should do something
for them. Even then Swami ji answers,
“I have chosen you for execution of
this great work.”

5. Incarnation infinite patience,
love and compassion:
Sri Arvind writes about Guru that a
Guru has infinite compassion, love
like a mother, infinite patience like
a father, and this has been experienced by me in my Guru Swami ji
Maharaj. Hence with the blessings of
the Almighty, we are with our Guru.
Through us, the Almighty and Guru
want to give a great message. Will
you let them to do so? If yes, then
you will have to bring uniformity in
your feelings, thoughts, voice and action. And while doing so by knowing
the blessings of Guru, service, organisation, institute, etc. , you should get
associated with the Almighty. When
the level of your consciousness starts
going down, then you should say
with courage- I am a treasure of my
Guru and the Almighy and nothing
can harm me. When a man is open
towards Guru, ready to take his
teachings, then he gets the blessings
of the Almighty soon, and such magical things take place that impossible
becomes possible in minutes. A man
thinks that he is getting benefitted
with divine blessings.

ii.) The form of Service:
Sevadharmah Param Gahano Yoginamapyagmya I Since this element
of service is so deep and profound
that even sages can understand them
well even then it is important to understand it. Service means when we
spend our all forms of power like
physical, mental, intellectual, economic, vocal, spiritual, etc. partially
or fully, then it is the service. Service
is priceless and its value cannot be
YOG SANDESH Ð JANUARY 2017
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assessed. Service is the door that takes
us to the doorway of the bliss where a
sage after great penance reaches. The
power, capability, bliss a master gets
after a lot of endeavour, it is achieved
by a Sevak very simply.

1. Three types of service:
In Tamsik, Satvik and Rajsik ways,
there are three forms of Serve: The
service that is done through yoga and
spiritualism is called sacred or Satvik
service. In the form of this service, our
ancestors did a lot of prayer - Sarve
Bhawantu Sukhinah Sarve Santu
Niramayah, Sarve Bhadrani Pashyantu, Ma Kashchid Dukhbhag Bhavet.
The way we think, the same types of
powers we try to invite on the earth.
The difference between service and
Karma is like the difference between
light and darkness. Normal Karma
is responsible for our shackles and
Service or divine Karma are responsible for our freedom. If you clean the
road outside your house, your home,
a temple, an orphanage, etc. your feelings will be different. If you are not
conscious then you can encounter
darkness, arrogance, selfishness, etc.
destroy your Service.

2. Service : Foundation of infinite pleasure, good fortune
Every individual must spend at least
1-2 hours of a day in some creative activities in which they don’t have any
expectation of getting benefit. But it
is very important because this selfless
service become a cause of our family’s
peace, spiritual and all other forms of
success. It accompanies with us even
in our next birth. The wealth that we
earn in this life can never go with us
20
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but the result of our service or divine
work goes with us and it is the thing
that is responsible for the prosperity
of and wellness of our parents, family, clan, Guru, etc. This is also called
in our scriptures as destiny, luck, etc.
True element of service is the blessing
of thet Almighty on this earth. They
are most blessed persons who have got
this jewel.

Result of the service:
A. External outcome: Its biggest
example in the world is Patanjali Yogpeeth, and the lifestyle of Swami ji
and Acharya Ji. The social, economic
and spiritual success of Patanjali and
divine way of life of Swami ji and
Acharya ji. Here we view an ideal faace
of this material and spiritual success.
All this is the result of yoga, meditation, dedication to the Almighty, and
the result of penance and service.
B. Internal outcome: The way food
grains are responsible for our body’s
nourishment, the same way service
is responsible for internal existence ,
for nourishment of our inner self like
mind, wisdom, sould, etc. a true Sevak
never requires any extra Sadhana. Purity of our internal existence, purity,
arrogance, envy, etc. are destroyed
due to it because while doing service
a man has to go to many types of person and follow the rituals. The aware
service men considers every incident
as the blessing of the Almighty and
moves forward in his life. Respected Somanand Ji Maharaj says that
- A Sevak has no right to say no. He
would say that a Sevak is rarest as he
has to wake up for whole of the eight
times. Therefore the souls who don’t
have to continue with the process of

life and death, or those who have chosen already salvation, only they select
Select Seva Karma.

Ideals of Service:
A. Social divine powers: In the nature, Mother earth, the sun, the moon,
the ari, etc. are the ideals for our divine service because they are in the
origin of all creative activities. In the
absence of them nothing is possible
to be done. Even then they don’t take
credit for their services. They never
try to come on the stage but these are
the acts of humans.
B. Ideal great man: Among living legends, Shabari, Kevat, Lord Hanuman
are ideals for us, but some people consider them imaginary. Such foolish
persons in the ideal form of service
can see Acharya ji and Swami ji in the
ideal form of service. Whatever has
happened in this world through Patanjali Yogpeeth, it is only due to the
sacrifices and services of Swami ji. But
he always gives its credit to others and
never claims for it. He has never been
arrogant which means the humbleness of claiming nothing despite doing everything. Despite doing such a
great hard work they never depended
upon luck. He is the most fortunate
in the world who don’t have lines on
his palms. Which means only those
who have worked selflessly. Inseparable happiness, humbleness, divinity,
etc. are the highest level of inspiration
for them. If one does not have any
knowledge of scriptures , then no issue, just take lesson from the life and
achievements of Swami ji, his behaviour, voice, life style and this way he
will get the most precious thing.
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iii. The shape of organisation:
Respected Swami ji has always said
it that yoga, spiritualism, etc. are the
biggest truth of social life that a human is the greatest creation of the Almighty on this earth and he also has
the biggest responsibility towards this
world. From our first breath to death.
We have a great influence of this society on us. Hence a life of loneliness
is not good for life. Doing yoga and
teaching it to others, self endeavour
and practice, serving and helping
others to do so, following the path
of truth, dharma, justice, the path of
Vedas and the path of the Almighty,
being a patriot, making others the
same, using indigenous oneself, bringing others too on the same path, this
is the main principle of organised life.
Organisation is that power in which
many divine souls together for attainment of a big mission, according to
the order of an ideal soul, carry forward their voice and behaviour. The
last Sukta of Rigveda is also called
organisation which describes us its
importance. In an organisation, it
is possible that we have varied souls
and their ways of thinking are different but their target is one. For example passangers from various direction
converge on one platform to catch a
train. These are the passengers who
have one destination and everyone
has to move in the same direction despite their varied identities. Therefore,
they rise over all these differences and
travel together.

Importance of organisation:
The presence of crores of cells in our
body is the biggest example of organi-

sation. They form cells, organs, etc.
This way the whole of universe is present in a small thing.
A. Organisation is the foundation
of any big achievement: A man’s
own identity, home, society, etc. are
the reflections of our family, society
or the whole nation, no big achievement of personal, family, social or national level never be available without
any organisation. For a big personal
achievement, one has to ensure convergence of his feelings, thoughts,
voice, behaviour, actions, body, mind,
heart and soul. If they will not be in
one direction, then no big achievement can be possible. Similarly all the
members of a family, society and a
nation have to work. Only then a big
achievement can be possible. We can
also understand the importance of
organisation from the nature. Despite
being very tiny creature, bees, ants but
they work in organisation, and their
organised power can defeat even big
creatures. Similarly simple and weak
people if get strongly organised, then
they can do miracle. Patanjali Yogpeeth is a clear example of it. Similarly the organisations of crows and
monkeys are also world famous.
Guidance of Guru is most important
in an organisation: Those who identify the importance of organisation
and its power, they respect the guidance of the organisation with due respect and consider it as sacred as Vedic
mantras. It is not important through
whom this guidance has come, but it
is important that the guidance is of
my Guru and he is as respectful on
this earth as the Almighty. The children who have great respect for their

parents, he does not pay heed to the
identity of the post man who brought
it, but his main attention is on the
message that he has got. Similarly, in
an organisation, all work in one direction on the guidance of one Guru.

Style of functioning of an organisation:
A. Feeling of selflessness: To serve
in an organisation, one should display dedication towards the origin of
the organisation. It is also required
to give up one’s own greed. If there is
no feeling of selflessness, then no big
achievement is possible, while giving
a reason for the sluggishness of an organisation’s work, one will keep giving
explanation as the compulsion of his
profession, family, business, etc. This
way he will remain confined to 1-2
persons in a group and he will have
to remain selfless that means, all loves
him but he has no lust for anyone that
is the reason he is able to do justice to
all. Due to this reason he is able to run
such a big organisation.
A. Greatness of heart: To serve
in an organisation, one has also
to be able to listen to all patiently
and be highly restraint in one’s
action. If it will not happen then
one will not be able to do justice
and this way organisation will start
crumbling. Despite working day in
and day out Swami ji and Acharya
ji never take credit for anything and
they behave with all affectionately,
lovingly, respectfully. This has been
responsible for such a big success of
his organisation in just two decades.
Therefore if we work this way, we
can also achieve big in life. n
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Respected Swami ji and
Acharya ji stay in Nepal

Patanjali to give jobs to
thousands of Nepali Youth:
Yoga guru Swami Ramdev
 The President of Nepal inaugurates Patanjali Ayurveda
 Nepalese Prime Minister
Prachanda practised yoga along
with lakhs of Nepalese people and
respected Swami ji
Haridwar, November 25: Thousands
of the residents of Nepal attended
the camp organised by Patanjali Yogpeeth. They also learnt health tips
from respected Swami Ramdev ji Maharaj. On the first day of the camp, the
President of Nepal Srimati Vidyadevi
Bhandari paid a visit there and inaugurated the five day camp organised
by Patanjali Yogpeeth. During her
meeting with Swami ji and Acharya ji,
she talked on healthy and prosperous
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Nepal. At Adarsh Nagar auditorium
of Nepal’s Veerganj city, the President
said that Nepal has been the land of
sages.Nepal has given many types
of innovative gifts to the world. The
people of this land adopt yoga, this
will become a healthy society.
Mrs. Bhandari heaped praises on
Swami ji and Acharya ji for their
work in the fields of yoga and Ayurveda saying that people across the
world are now more and more conscious towards their health thanks to
Swami ji. Crores of people have got
the goodness of good health through
yoga. On the other hand due to the
endeavour of Acharya ji people’s interest has immensely grown towards
herbs.

Yoga guru Swami Ramdev ji Maharaj
said that Nepal is a thousand year old
country and it is known across the
world for spiritualism but the culture
of sacrificing animal’s life is painful.
It is caused due to religious flaws and
to remove these flaws is also a sacred
duty. Swami ji said that now in Nepal
dynastic culture, casteism, Maoism
will not flourish, instead yoga will
flourish. For peace, it is necessary to
ensure participation of all in the constitution of the country.
Yoga guru respected Swami Ramdev
ji Maharaj assured all sorts of help
to Patanjali in its endeavour for a
healthy and prosperous Nepal.
Respected Balkrishna ji Maharaj said
that Nepal has enormous wealth in
the form of natural herbs. Stressing
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on the need for processing of natural herbs and plants, he said that by
doing this, jobs for lakhs of Nepali
youth can be ensured.

Job for thousands of
youth:
Respected Swami ji on the occasion of the inauguration of Patanjali
Ayurveda Gramodyog in South Nepal’s Bara district, said that Patanjali
will invest billions of rupees in this
country that will generate jobs in a
large number.
Swami ji also held talks with the
members of Federation of Nepali
Chambers of Commerce and Industries on this matter. At another
meeting, he held discussions with
Nepalese Prime Minister Sri Pushpa
Kamal Dahal Prachanda on manufacturing of bio medicines and other

products at Patanjalil Ayurveda
Gramodyoga which can ensure direct
jobs for thousands of youth of the
country besides indirect jobs to lakhs
of farmers and others of the country.
Later Patanjali Yogapeeth will be established in every village of the country which will ensure good health for
its people.

Religion never allows
sacrificing animals’ life:
Swami ji administered oath of thousands of people at Chhinnamasta
Bhagawati Shaktipeeth, Sakhada,
Saptari, to not to follow the practice
of sacrificing animals in the name of
religion. He clearly said- sacrifice of
animals must stop immediately. Because no religion allows it. In fact,
development is possible only when
people follow the right path. Actually sacrificing the lives of animals is
nothing but superstition.
It is to be noted that at Gadhimai
Mela, which is organised once in five
years, where nearly 1.5 lakh animals
are killed in the name of sacrifice.
There are many other places too. Swami ji suggested that to stop this practice, he will keep holding talks with
the priests and intellectuals in future.
He said that Patanjali Ayurveda sends
Ayurvedic medicines worth crores of
rupees at cheaper price and Patanjali
incures a loss of Rs 50 crores a year.
With establishment of industries in
Nepal, the people of the country will
get Ayurvedic medicines at a much
cheaper rate and the country will also
emerge prosperous. n
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Pictures of the yoga camp, Birgunj, Nepal,
giving a call for Healthy Nepal, strong Nepal

Attending foundation stone laying programme of Patanjali Ayurveda in Nepal, the dignitaries sharing dais are as
follows- Mrs. Vidyadevi Bhandari, President of Nepal, respected Yoga Guru Swami Ramdev ji Maharaj, respected
Acharya Balkrishna JI Maharaj and others.

At Beergunj yoga camp, lakhs of people practising yoga in the guidance of Swami ji and Nepalese Prime Minister
Mr. Pushpa Kamal Dahal ‘Prachanda’ practising yoga while sitting amid children on the dais (left); Nepal Workers
Meeting (Right)

The worker of Nepal Patanjali Yogpeeth welcoming their spiritual guardian Swami Ramdev ji Maharaj and Acharya Balkrishna JI Maharaj with great enthusiasm
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Pictures of Yoga camp in Birgunj, Nepal marking the beginning of
Patanjali Ayurveda revolution for building a strong and prosperous Nepal

Marking the beginning of Patanjali Ayurveda with sacred yajna, respected Swami ji, Acharya Balkrishna ji, guests
(Left); Prime Minister Mr. Prachanda hugging Swami ji affectionately and taking his blessings (Right).

Former Nepalese Prime Minister Mr. Jhalnath Khalan taking blessings of Swami ji (Left) ; thousands of people
taking pledge at Chhinnamasta Bhagawati Shaktipeeth, Sakhada, Saptari for denouncing the custom of sacrificing
animals (Right).

During Nepal
Yoga Camp, numerous
workers associated
with Patanjali
Yogpeeth and Swami ji
donating blood.
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Quest for knowledge Vs.
Quest for dominance

Prof. Rameshwar Mishra ‘Pankaj’

starting discussion on authentic sources of Indian history and its context, it is also important to know about
BEFORE some other basic facts in the present context. A quest for knowledge appeared in Europe in the last 200 years
and this has been the time in the history of Europe when nationalist governments surfaced in the continent.
For Europe, the rise of nationalist governments was an amazing development because the people of this continent had never
seen nationalist governments in the past.

Rome (the ancient name of
which was Ramas or Ram,
which means the city of
Lord Ram) was fundamentally a small village which
was earlier controlled and
ruled by some Shaka or
Scythian Kshatriyas (a
worrier caste of India) and
later their rule expanded in
a large part of the region
for some time. But first the
boundary of this empire
was not permanently stable and second their rule
cannot said to be a nationalist system.

T

hey definitely mention about
Roman empire but Rome (the
ancient name of which was Ramas or
Ram, which means the city of Lord
Ram) was fundamentally a small village
which was earlier controlled and ruled
by some Shaka or Scythian Kshatriyas
(a worrier caste of India) and later their
rule expanded in a large part of the region for some time. But first the bound-
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ary of this empire was not permanently
stable and second their rule cannot said
to be a nationalist system. It was in fact
an expanding or contracting fiefdom.
Later the concept of Holy Roman Empire was of course put forward but in reality there was no Holy Roman Empire
in existence, fundamentally the concept
was a myth. In the previous articles we
have already discussed these things.

The present areas of Europe they were
for the first time recognised as Europe
in the 19th Century AD. For example
in the introduction of the book - Europe- A History- written by Norman
Davis, the writer has clarified in the
page number 7 that Europe is a very
new concept (in the influence of it
some superficial politicians also like
to say that India is a new idea but on
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the contrary, this land have been a Nation for lakhs of years). In fact when
scientific inventions started to expose
Christianity in the 17th Century, the
in stead of the Idea of Christiandom,
the idea of Europe was presented. Till
18th century AD, there was nothing in
the world that was called Europe. This
geographical region has been in existence for crores of years but it was never
called Europe. The name of this region
kept changing through out history. The
memory of this Europe in the last two
centuries, there has been mainly two
political units which has been known.
First was the Roman Empire, which had
been a very instable political entity, the
second one was the existence of City
-State, of which expansion was as followed- Kankhal, Jwalapur, Mayapuri,
Saptasarovar, Bahadarabad, etc. in
Haridwar. The population and area of
the city states of Greece was also much
lesser then these areas of India mentioned above. In this context Vatican
City is also a Nation and today its population is less than one thousand while
its area is less than 50 hectare.
When the people of this type of Europe
experienced knowledge then they started freeing themselves from the clutches
of the idea of Khristism and started to
look at understand the whole world.
When they knew about the culture of
India and China, they were highly surprised. Actually Europeans had for the
first time seen a big nation state in India
only. Today this fact is suppressed that
Indian states like Travancore, Kochin,
Vijaynagar, Gwalior, Indore, Jodhpur,
Jaisalmer, etc. provided jobs and sourc-

es of livelihood to many people from
Europe including Britain, France, Portugal and Netherland. They also knew
about modern weaponry in India only.
It is such a big reality but it was not allowed to be known by common people
of India. Many educated Indian have
been unaware of this reality and this
is the reason why they get surprised
when they know about it. On the other
hand many educated Europeans are well
aware of this fact.
Besides, most of educated Indians don’t
know about the real history of Europe
but Europeans know about their reality. For example, when any one visited
London from Abroad, he would get disturbed seeing this noisy and dirty city.
Its instances are well described in the
book Das Capital of Karl Marks who
is seen as a legend by many Communist
Indians. In the later half of 17th century AD, fire had destroyed a big part of
London and it could not be controlled.
After this incident the new settlements
of the city were very dirty, streets were
very narrow, and their condition was
even worst than today’s dirtiest cities
of India. There was no drainage system
to dump waste materials in the cities of
Europe till 18th Century. Dirty water
would flow from the middle of European cities and there was no sanitation
facility in these cities. People of these
cities out use one pot to be used by all
members of their families for clearing
their stomach and excrements were
thrown outside windows and pigs were
used in the streets to eat up it. Due to
this reason why people in these cities
did not like to come out of their homes

after 10 am. CP Morise wrote in 1782London is the city where butcher sell
meat on dirty carts and the city’s environment was filled with bad smell.
Waste materials, bodies of dead animal and heaps of garbages was seen all
around in the city. The dead bodies included the bodies of cats, dogs, horses,
rats, etc. No metal pipe was used in the
city for water supply. Water was supplied through hollow wooden logs.
In posh areas of the city, these hollow

wooden logs were set up for water supply in the city. The water of The Themes
was very dirty, full of human waste
and people of London would use it for
drinking. Small boats would also sail in
the river for transporting goods from
one area to other. Actually the culture
of consuming alcohol started in the city
to avoid drinking dirty water. Initially
they used gin which was very cheap and
YOG SANDESH Ð JANUARY 2017
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dirty.
Till 18th century, there was hardly any
private bathroom in entire city of London. There were a few public bathrooms
and used water was used again and
again. Private bathrooms were available
in the royal palaces.
In the 18th Century AD, people of
London would use coal for cooking and
other domestic purposes and the entire
city was covered by smoke and in winter
this smoke mixed with fog would make
the city covered under it. The most important fact is that till the beginning
of the 18th Century AD, education
in Europe was confined to royal families and the society of christian priests.
Church allowed some common people
to be able to read the Bible. This was described as enlightenment and this concept appeared for the first time in 18th
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century’s Europe. Who presented this
concept were called philosophers who
claimed to be the followers of Socrates.
While doing this, they would try to get
free from the clutches of Church. They
started to denounce the idea of Church
that the human is fundamentally sinner because he is born out of the sexual
relation between a male and a female.
These philosophers started saying that
the human is a part of divine consciousness and its basic character is goodness
and divinity. Everyone knows that this
concept is basically taken from Indian
civilisation. It is also a well known fact
that the Greek area was initially a part
of India’s northern region and whatever
Socrates said was basically learnt from
Indian scholars. Greece was never a part
of Europe and it was basically a part of
India and it got associated with Europe
just a few centuries ago.
This way these intellectual philosophers denounced the teachings of
Church and dissociated themselves
from it. Though they continued to be
associated with Church mentally and
physically. With expansion of knowledge they started to collect more and
more information about India and
America and it was only then when
they had for the first time seen large
empires in India and America. Under
this influence, nationalist governments surfaced in Europe. This way
they found Greece and main land of
India as the centre of their study and
they developed a quest to know more
and more about these regions. But
under the influence of Church their
quest for knowledge got distorted and
they got motivated by the quest for
power. They used their new knowl-

edge to expand their power and political influence and their quest for getting true knowledge got vanished.
Its influence can be seen in the entire
European modern academics and the
views of their Indian followers. Their
quest was not to get true knowledge
but to expand their power and influence. This quest became their sole
motive which is clearly reflected in
their modern education system. But
this idea cannot be generalised for
all. Since it is a well known fact that
all men and women are descendent of
Lord Brahma and hence they are the
descendent of Manu Maharaj. Therefore whether a human lives in Europe
or India or in any other part of the
world they have one common genesis.
But we get divided on the basis of varied culture, education and life style.
This way majority of Indians started
thinking like Europeans and those
who have quest true knowledge became minority.
This way the curious people also got
divided in two different categories one has quest for knowledge and the
second one has the quest for power.
When we discuss about the curious
people of Europe then the reality of
their curiosity becomes important to
keep in mind that their efforts for this
quest was praiseworthy but their main
purpose was expansion of the influence of their society and their power.
This is the reason their expression of
views is deformed and distorted.
It is their nature and habit. But those
who follow the European views in India deserve pity.
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On the occasion of Kurukshetra International Geeta Festival, organised by the State Government of Haryana, a
conglomeration of the dignitaries from the world of politics, religion and spiritualism is being shown by yoga Guru
Swami Ramdev ji Maharaj, Railway Minister Mr. Suresh Prabhu, heads of various ministries is seen.

During launch of memento for Kurukshetra International Geeta festival, present dignitaries are respected yoga
Guru Swami Ramdev ji Maharaj, Haryana Governor Mr. Kaptan Singh Solanki, Haryana Chief Minister Mr.
Manoharlal Khattar, Union Railway Minister Mr. Suresh Prabhu, Himachal Pradesh Governor Mr. Devavrata,
many sages and others.
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Mattah Sarvabhutebhyoabhayamasta
Acharya Pradyumna Ji Maharaj
joining in Sanyas Ashram (stage when one denounces all comforts of life), in the process of sacrificing everything, one has to follow the concept of “Stick to one path to accomplish great goals”, he has to sacrifice his
arrogance. Its main purpose is sacrifice. Now the question that appears here is - whose sacrifice? Then sages
said - sacrifice your arrogance that is - obsession of “me and me only”. In other words we can say that everyone should try
to get material things according to his requirements and never have greed or obsession for these things. Consider material
things only as medium and not as the final goal. Actually we should keep everything in the feet of the Almighty that we
achieve. We should consider ourselves only as a trustee of these things and not as their owners. Never allow arrogance to get
a place in you. If it could be done then on loss of even big things we will remain calm and composed. We will remain in the
same frame of mind, not being influenced by circumstances. We will be able to remain stoic and impartial.
WHILE

This is the most
needed thing in the
today’s world for
world peace, world
building, etc. Let us
also listen to this call.

W

hile joining in Sanyas Ashram
(stage when one denounces
all comforts of life), in the process of
sacrificing everything, one has to follow the concept of “Stick to one path
to accomplish great goals”, he has to
sacrifice his arrogance. Its main purpose is sacrifice. Now the question that
appears here is - whose sacrifice? Then
sages said - sacrifice your arrogance
that is - obsession of “me and me only”.
In other words we can say that everyone should try to get material things
according to his requirements and
never have greed or obsession for these
things. Consider material things only
as medium and not as the final goal.
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Actually we should keep everything
in the feet of the Almighty that we
achieve. We should consider ourselves
only as a trustee of these things and not
as their owners. Never allow arrogance
to get a place in you. If it could be done
then on loss of even big things we will
remain calm and composed. We will
remain in the same frame of mind, not
being influenced by circumstances. We
will be able to remain stoic and impartial.
It has been said in a mantra of Atharva
Veda- there is indication of one and
only one truth. Age, life, subject, animal, fame, wealth, knowledge about
the Almighty, etc. are the things that

we should try to attain in our life. Vedmata (Mother Veda) has presented before us a list which include the things
that we should not possess, even not
the Brahmavarchasva. Possessing them
will give birth to arrogance in us and
sacrificing them means - getting rid of
arrogance. There is no other way to go
in Brahma Loka, that is the place of the
Almighty. Hence the time a man joins
the life of a hermit, he has to keep away
all material thoughts.

What will anyone snatch?
Only those can get associated with
truth who have become alone. And the
Sadhak who has learnt the art of living
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alone, he is fearless, always fearless. Because who can make a man afraid who
is alone. To be afraid, one is required
to have lust for anything. Fear appears
when there is any apparent obstacle in
attainment of the desired things. But
who has risen above all material things,
even he has become free from himself,
then he won’t be afraid of losing anything in the world.
Acharya Charak has also contemplated
over the cause of fear and said - inability is the cause of fear. Only a diabetic
person will feel afraid of sugar, not a
healthy person. In any case, fear represents weakness and fearlessness represents strength. If a powerful person displays any type of power- power of rule,
power of wealth, power of position,
power of mantra, power of logic, power of knowledge, physical power, mental power, etc. then it is quite natural
that a weak person will definitely feel
afraid as he will think that the powerful person can ruin him, can snatch
something dear to him. But what will
anyone snatch from a sage as he does
not possess anything that is owned by
him. A sage is such a person who has
no lust, who has given up everything.

Be an analyst yourself:
The man who stands anywhere on
this material level, he feels pain on seeing anyone surpassing him in any field
of life. In this world no body wants
to stay behind anyone. This struggle
among people in the society is well
known. A worldly person will seek his
dominance on everything- on his son,
disciple, wealth, power, position, prestige, etc. He wants to be seen special in
all respect. I must be seen as the most

special in all respect. In leaving behind
everyone he feels pleasure. But a sage
keeps away from such contests in this
world. He keeps assuring everyone that
he will not harm anyone, he will not go
against anyone’s interests. Sacrificing
all material things is a state in which
one does not have to prove himself in
the eyes of others. One has to assess
himself and get ahead in life.

Be fearless:
It has been said in the Srimadbhagwat Geeta that being fearless is a divine wealth. While describing the
qualities of the devotees of the Almighty it has been said - one of the
greatest quality of a devotee of the
Almighty is not to be afraid because
he has stopped interfering in others’
life. He has stopped competing with
others. For example a top class player
has nothing to compete with his fellow players after retirement from the
world of sports. Similarly a top class
politician also makes himself free
from political ill will and he becomes
free from fear of his rivals. A trader after retirement becomes fearless from
his competitor and others too who
were earlier afraid of him also become
fearless. In election, if five persons are
contesting from same seat then they
will fee afraid of each other. But the
moment anyone withdraws his name
from the list of contenders, then rest
of all become free from fear. WIth desire for pleasure , fear is always associated. On the contrary, with growing
knowledge in a person, his quest for
getting more and more keeps decreasing and his desire to give more and
more increases.

Top state of a sage:
If we pay a consideration that what a
man can give others and his kin, we
can count that there are many things
like this like- wealth, goods, support
to their efforts that is encouragement, education, habit for education,
service, guidance, giving time and
forgiveness. They all have their own
importance in giving others. In some
sacrifices, material things are given,
in some others knowledge is given,
in some others too feelings. Forgiveness is a top class of feeling, for which
neither material thing are required,
nor is the requirement of time. Only
a special type of feeling is to be developed. In teaching for Sanyas, it has
been talked about to spread this high
standard of feeling in all living beings.
This is the highest level of a sage. Its
result is “Mattah Sarvabhutebhyoabhayamastu”.
In fact, when a common man is
resolved neither to join any contest
nor to run for material pleasure, or
create obstacles in the path of others
and be selfless and impartial, then it
will called his endeavour in the way of
a sage. This is the most needed thing
in the today’s world for world peace,
world building, etc. Let us also listen
to this call. n
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Respected Acharya Balkrishna
ji Maharaj felicitated with
“Gangaratna”
At Rishikul ground in Haridwar, a
local civil society Haridwar Nagrik
Manch held second Ganga Mahotsava (Ganga festival). On this occasion respected Acharya Balkrishna ji
Maharaj, vice chancellor of Patanjali
University, Haridwar, was felicitated
with Ganga Ratna Samman. He
received it for his great contribution
in the field of Ayurveda.
On this occasion, Sri Satish Kumar
Jain, the president of Haridwar
Nagrik Manch, said that Acharya
ji is the greatest personality in the
field of Ayurveda, he has revived
the ancient knowledge through his
knowledge and research. Due to his
contribution, it is possible to ensure
the prosperity of present and future
India.
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General Secretary Devendra Sharma, Chairman Ganga Mahotsava,
Jagdishlal Pahwa, secretary of the
committee, Dr. Sunil Batra, conferred this felicitation on Acharya ji.
In his address, respected Acharya
Balkrishna ji Maharaj said that he
will continue to work for serving
Indian traditions and Ayurveda.
He added that Mother Ganga is the
foundation of Indian culture. In
establishing its divinity and sacredness, such events prove to be crucial.
The present sages heaped praises on
the Patanjali’s work through Acharya ji’s yoga, Ayurveda, education,
indigenous and India’s age old Vedic
culture of sages.
Respected Swami
Vishveshwaranand Ji, Surat Giri

Bangla, Respected scholar of the
Geeta Sri Gyananand Ji Maharaj,
respected Sri Dharmadev ji
Maharaj Patodi, respceted Sri
Dharmadev ji Maharaj Patodi,
respected Sri Harichetananand
Ji Maharaj, respected Sri Kothari
Mohandas Ji Maharaj, from
Bada Akhada, Kankhal, etc. were
present on this occasion. n
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During discussion on the issues of national importance at the residence of Union Minister for Food and Public
Distribution, Mr. Ram Vilas Paswan, the Minister and his son Chirag Paswan taking blessings of Swami ji

Swami ji with dedicated worker of Patanjali Bharat Swabhiman Movement, Mr. Hussain MR Arawa and his kin
(Left); Swami ji spreading message of yoga and Yoga Karma during Agenda Aaj Tak TV show (Right)
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Programme held at New
Secretariat, Lucknow, while
laying foundation of Patanjali
Food and Herbal Park,
Noida, Uttar Pradesh

Noida based food and herbal park, UP,
will ensure job for 10 thousand people:
Swami Ramdev ji Maharaj




Farmers will get the maximum
profit of Food Park: Acharya
Balkrishna
Starting this project in Purvanchal and Bundelkhand is also possible

Haridwar, November 30: Yoga Guru
respected Swami Ramdev ji Maharaj
and respected Acharya Balkrishna ji
Maharaj besides other dignitaries
were present on the occasion of inaugurating the foundation stone of
Patanjali food and Herbal Park,
Swami ji and Acharya ji were present
there. The inauguration was done by
Uttar Pradesh Chief Minister sri
Akhilesh Yadav. The programme was
held at new Sectetriate Lokbhawan
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where Swami ji said that work on this
project will start from December and
production will start by the end of
next year. It will ensure direct
employment for 10 thousand people
while lakhs of others will also get
livelihood indirectly through it. This
food park will be set up at Yamuna

Express Way Authority Area. In it
Rs. 1666.80 crores will be spent.
Swami ji also talked of setting up
such parks Poorvanchal and
Bundelkhand. Chief Minister Sri
Akhilesh Yadav suggested that the
examples of France’s biggest fruits,
flower and vegetables market requesting Swami ji to develop similar markets here. He said that Swami ji
should send his representatives to
France to study about it and state
government will fully cooperate in it,
he added. This will ensure a huge
profit for farmers. He also requested
that Patanjali should invest in milk
production. Honourable Chief
Minister said that investment in veg-
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etable and milk production is highly needed. Since we are providing
milk and vegetables to farmers, this
way eventually farmers are being
benefitted. Patanjali Herbal Food
Park will even further prove to be
profitable for the farmers. Chief
Minister Akhilesh Yadav said that
Baba Ramdev’s products are known
for their best quality. He said that
his government built Express Way
and markets are being developed
along side these roads. This will
greatly benefit farmers.
On this occasion, an MOU was
also signed between the state government and Patanjali on the new
project of Patanjalil Food and
Herbal Park. On behalf of the government the MoU was signed by
Yamuna Express Way authority
Chairman Sanjay Agarwal and
Rakesh Kumar signed it on behalf
of Patanjali. n

Special features of Patanjali
Herbal Food Park, UP
•

Units of agricultural products,
food products, herbal products, cattle food, milk products and medicine products
besides research and development centres will be set up on
455 acres of land.

•

An investment worth Rs.
1666.80 crores will be done
in Yamuna Pradhikaran Area,
Gautambuddha Nagar, for
this project.

•

This project will ensure jobs
for 10000 people directly and
for 80000 people indirectly.

•

In this project, nearly 400
tonns of vegetables and fruits
will be processed.

•

In the project, 750 tonns of
flour will be prepared from
bio wheat everyday.

•

This food park will promote
production of millets and
other coarse food grains in
non fertile land. It will be
greatly be helpful in increasing gross income of farmers.

•

Setting up of Food Park will
be helpful in enhancing the
skill of our youth, promote
local trade, people will be
more and more acquainted
with modern technology and
with public-private partnership, other activities will
increase. The main purpose
behind Patanjali Food and
Herbal Park is to connect
local farmers with the main
stream of market.

Programme for laying foundation stone of
Patanjali Food and Herbal
Park, Noida, Uttar Pradesh
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Patanjali Food and Herbal
Park Noida to make the dream
of prosperous UP a reality
Sri Akhilesh Yadav,
Chief Minister, Uttar Pradesh
Showering praises on Swami Ramdev ji Maharaj, Chief Minister Akhilesh Yadav said that when the world was forgetting
yoga it was Baba Ramdev who revived it in the world. Yoga ensured good health and disciplined life style for crores of people
in the world. Swami ji and Acharya ji made Ayurveda popular.
Due to their efforts, people are fast adopting organic products.
The Chief Minister said that who can forget Sevai but it has
today been replaced by noodles. Baba Ramdev launched Patanjali noodles. The
Chief Minister also said that the companies who have been spending a lot on
advertisement also also accept it that Baba’s products are best in the market in
terms of quality.
I welcome the investment by Patanjali in Uttar Pradesh. It will greatly benefit
farmers. It will also make rural economy strong. We will also welcome those who
want to come forward for the benefit of farmers. Baba will provide the best class
technology, high quality and natural products, which is very important for the
people.
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Respected Yoga Guru Swami
Ramdev ji Maharaj:
Founding chairman: Patanjali Yogpeeth
Yoga guru Swami
Ramdev ji Maharaj
said Patanjali’s food
park of Noida will
need 3-5 thousand
tons of wheat and it
will ensure a great
profit for farmers. Swami ji added that
his main purpose was to ensure recovery and good health for sick persons.
He said that Patanjali was doing a work
in dairy industry. He added that UP’s
dairy company Parag is also going to tie
up with Patanjali and this way its problem will also be resolved. He said that
this is high time to work for production of cattle food. Many companies
manufacture cattle food by using urea
which is taking toll on the health of
cattle. He said that foreign companies
have taken control of our market worth
Rs. 50 lakh crores. Patanjali is preparing to produce products worth Rs. one
lakh crores in coming days. Of this
production worth Rs. 20-25 thousand
crores will take place from Noida every
year.
Swami ji said that Patanjali will set
up such plants in the states like Bundelkhand and Poorvanchal too. This
project to be set up in Yamuna Authority Area will prove to be the biggest one in North India. From here, 10
thousand people will get employment
directly and 80 thousand will get jobs
indirectly. He said that a time will
come when the whole country will be
using Patanjali flour and using Patanjali products.
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He said that foreign companies have
taken control of our market worth Rs.
50 lakh crores. Patanjali is preparing
to produce products worth Rs. one
lakh crores in coming days. Of this
production worth Rs. 20-25 thousand
crores will take place from Noida
every year.
Respected Acharya Balkrishna
Ji Maharaj
(MD- Patanjali Ayurveda)
Respected Acharya
Balkrishna said that
this food and herbal
park will ensure huge
profit for the farmers
of Uttar Pradesh. Patanjali
purchases
most of raw agro products from the
farmers of Uttar Pradesh. Patanjali is
also setting up a jaggery factory in the
state. Patanjali is also going to start
production of cattle food in Bijore district.
Acharya ji said that the state government did not give any rebate for setting up this project. Manmohan Singh
government at the centre had started
mega food park project but it did not
succeed. It happened because the government used to provide Rs. 50 crores
as support and this money was largely
bungled. But our food park is motivated by a commitment to serve the
nation. This is the main reason behind
the success of our projects.
He said that foreign companies for
branding of their products would give
indigenous names to their products.

But to prepare these products they import raw materials worth Rs. 50 lakh
crores from abroad. We will soon start
production of goods worth Rs. 1 lakh
crore. He said that those companies
have got a clear idea of how strong Patanjali is. These companies spend crores
for branding of their products. That is
why now they have started to say it that
they have no competition with Patanjali. Patanjali Ayurveda has awakened
the nation through yoga and yoga has
power to make us disciplined in life. We
don’t manufacture products for earning
profit, our goal is to make the nation
self-reliant.
Acharya Balkrishna ji Maharaj also discussed the problems faced during setting up factory in Tezpur in Assam. He
said that terrorist organisations tried
to create hurdle when Patanjali project
was being set up. In this troubled situation, he added, he along with a minister
of the state government, traveled in the
area in a car. The car was being driven by
the minister himself. The terrorists soon
came on back-foot seeing our visit with
the minister. But Uttar Pradesh is largely a peaceful state. He no much effort is
needed for starting a project. Even then
all are ready to drive with us. n

Units to be set
up at Noida
Patanjali
Foodpark:
•

Juice plant for processing of
fruits and vegetables

•

Flour mill for processing of
grains to produce 750 tons
a day

•

Modern machinery to produce 100 tons of Navratna
Dalia a day

•

Production of 100 tons of
pure sesame oil and mustard
oil a day

•

Processing of 24 tons of
spices and pulses a day

•

Fridge drying powder machinery (for making powder
of fruits and vegetables)

•

Production of pickles,
Murabba, candy, honey, biscuits, Badam Pak, Chyavanprash, Power Vita, Digestive
tablets or Pachak, Pooja and
Hawan stuffs, beauty products, Dantkanti, Shampoo,
Soaps, etc.

•

Cattle food, cold storage,
packing unit, research and
development centre, training centre.
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During foundation stone laying programme of Noida Patanjali
Herbal Food Park, pictures showing glimpses of the programme

At foundation stone laying programme of Noida Patanjali Herbal Food Park, dignitaries sharing dais are- UP CM
Mr. Akhilesh Yadav, Swami Ramdev ji Maharaj, Acharya Balkrishna ji (Left); Transfer of AMO (Right)

Swami ji and Acharya ji addressing a large number people present at foundation stone laying programme of Noida
Patanjali Herbal Food Park; guiding them how to execute their duty towards the nation and Karmayoga
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Patanjali Food and Herbal Park is a movement
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Power of a mother
Jahanvi Siddharth:, Patanjali YogpeethU
“Matridevo Bhava” mother is the axis of this society and a child’s
upbringing takes place around this axis. Example of a mother’s education is incomparable because a mother is like “Nasti Matrisamo
Guruh” which means she is the first and the best mentor or teacher or Guru of her child. Hence a woman is the backbone of the
work of building a great society. An able and well cultured child
is made under her guardianship. Hence she is the first Guru of her
child. From childhood till attaining the age of five the habits and
behaviour a child learns from his mother he cannot get it from any
other university. Culture, art, spiritualism etc. cannot spread unless
a women is made well educated. This way Vedic education for a
woman is very useful. A poet has said these things in this regard:
Yadi Kulonnayane Sarasam Mano,
Yadi Vilaskalasu Kutuhalam I
Yadi Nijatvamabhipsitamekada
Kuru Sutam Shrutisheelavatam Tada II
Saraswati (Yaju. 8/43) which means Prashansit Vigyanavali
Vyachaswati (Rig. 2/3/5)
full of all properties
Suniya (Sa. Poo. 17/41) One who gets beautiful
Purandhih (Ya. 14/2/26)
Leader of a family and society
Pratarani (A. 14/2/26) Main stream of life
Kuhu (A. 7/47/1)
Person of amazing nature
Vishrutih (Y. 8/43)
Very famous woman
Sushuma (A. 7/46/2) One who inspires towards good nature
Syona (Y. 10/26)
Sukhroopa
Stonprishtha (Y. 15/3) Devoted in self study
Raka (A. 7/48/1)
Symbol of the beauty of full moon night
Ishtaka (Ya. 13/2)A goddess of sacrifice and tolerance
Usha (Y. 34/33)
Like the time of dawn and full of prosperity
This way in all the Vedas, we find innumerable words in which
women have been praised with these beautiful words. Lets pay a
consideration on some of them. For example how one has to get
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the quality of Usha Devi, and see the instance from Vedas:
Samano Adhva Swastrorannatastamanyanya Charato Devashishte I
Na Methete Na Tasthatuh Sumeke
Naktobasa Samansa Virupe II
Sa.U.Sam.1751
Meaning: (Swastroh) The two sisters
morning and night are two sisters who
are alike infinite, same path, and live under the rule of the Almighty even then
they move separately which means night
moves on its path and morning moves on
another path. They never stop, they never quarrel with each other. Hence, they

Women empowerment
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are to influence this world with their
beautiful work, they have same mind but
their complexion is different.
In this mantra, the magnificent description that we get is very beautiful, nice,
sweet. From the example of Usha, we get
a message for every woman to be great
the way the two sisters despite being different in many respect they fill the world
with their sweetness, and same should be
the behaviour of every woman and they
should have patience, tolerance, sweetness, softness. This also clarifies it that a
woman is really a very delicate and sacred
creation of the Almighty.

Similarly, in Yajurveda, following messages have been expressed:
Ide Rante Havye Kamye Chandre Jyoti Darayete Saraswati Mahi
Vishruti I
Aeta Te Ahayanye Namani Devebhyo Ma Sukritam Brutat I Yaju.
8/43
Meaning: O not to be killed, o not to be beaten , o never to be
destroyed, o full of the best qualities, o beautiful, of the source of all
happiness, of knowledgeable, o praiseworthy, these are your names.
For creating best qualities in me, give me your best preaches.
For readers in these mantras, best words have been used. The fundamental principle of Indian culture also says - Yatra Nariyastu Pujayante Ramante Tatra Devata. Which means, where a woman is
worshiped, deities live there. In Vedic and Indian culture, there is a
description of Triswaroopa Mother- Mother who gives us birht, 2.
Mother earth, 3. Mother cow.
Clearly, a cow is not to be killed as she gives us milk which is as sacred as nectar. A woman also being a prominent figure in building
a nation and the best qualitieof the nature, is not to be killed. In
Aetareya Brahman, it has been said- Ya Gauh Sa Sineewali (Ae. Bra.
3/48) which means the cow is one which nourishes us. With this
the same thing has also been said in Satpath Brahman. Same thing
is applied with mother earth. That is the reason why it has been
said in the song to praise mother India- Sujalam Sufalam Malayaj
Sheetalam- a mother’s milk is the juice of mother earth which gives
life to a child. In case of mother cow it is her milk.
This way Lo Vishruta that is the names of three mothers - Cow,
Earth, Mother who gave us birth- they have spiritual similarity. The
three are great in themselves as per their properties. They are respectable, and we can say with it that there is nothing greater than
a mother’s post in this world. In many verses and Mantras of Veda,
mothers have been praised. From these citations from Vedas, it is
clear that a woman is maker of infinite power, on whom the whole
nation counts. Hence while praising the three forms of mothers following lines can be naturally said:
O mother you are a source of vow, you are the source of
compassion.
O mother you are the source of spiritualism and Dharma.
Of the divine sight of the Almighty, you are amazing, novel divine
creation,
You are full of compassion and bliss, you are the source of favour,
like the light of morning.
Therefore o mother, many many respect in your feet II
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Five days’ Yoga Training Camp of Patanjali Yogpeeth’s National Working Committee; BSF’s 10-day Yoga Training Camp
yogasandesh1@gmail.com

India is to be made world superpower by 2020
Respected Swami Ramdev
in the ancient era, India’s economic, political,
educational, system was guided by sages and hermits. With this power, Patanjali has set a goal to
make India the world superpower by 2020. For
this, a campaign has to be launched in five areas
for building humans and the nation.
With the resolve for making a new India, the first stage of
5-day national working committee of Bharat Swamhiman and
other associated organisation were held in which about 2000
workers participated.
Speaking on this occasion, respected Acharya Balkrishna Ji
Maharaj said that Patanjali is the source of energy for crores
of youth.
Yoga Guru Swami Ramdev ji Maharaj, while throwing light on
the purpose of organising this camp, said that in Vedic era and
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Patanjali’s five goals for nation
building:
•
•
•
•
•

Fight against Communalism
Struggle against economic greed
Struggle against political greed
Fight against ill health condition
Struggle against lack of education

Message of institute
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Five formulas for complete personality development •
•
•
•
•

Physical development
Mental development
Spiritual development
Justice and wisdom
Purity in behaviour

In the guidance of Yoga guru,
Jharkhand governor practised yoga
Jharkhand Governor Mrs. Draupati Murmu
attended yoga camp between December 12 and
December 21 at Patanjali Yogpeeth. This camp
was meant for 1800 BSF personnel. She practised Yoga in the presence of respected yoga guru
Swami Ramdev ji Maharaj. She said that to protect our jawans from all challenges and problems,
yoga can play a vital role.
She said that respected Yoga Guru Swami
Ramdev ji and Acharya Balkrishna ji
Maharaj’s pledge, plans and enthusiasm gives

hope for awareness of our solders. She said that Swami ji
has filled the hearts of the people of the country with the
feeling of patriotism and this way he has given a strength
the national conscious. She added that Patanjali’s yoga
classes has taught discipline, good life style, good character
and love for the nation to crores of people of the country.
She also requested to help the people of Jharkhand to get
job by associating them with Patanjali’s research units and
industrial units. n
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Revolution of thoughts
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Divine gift of nature is
ideological property
Confirmation of Panchkosh and
super consciousness :

T

he nature has provided some of the best gifts to humans only and not to any other living being. They are
- 1. Ideological wealth, 2. Wealth of endeavour, 3. wealth
of Satsang or good company. Lets have a discussion of the
first one. We pay a consideration on all the goods of the
world but we never think about our own thoughts.

Purity of food and thoughts:
Respected Swami Ramdev ji Maharaj says - “We should
not allow the entry of dirty thoughts to come in our mind
even for a fraction of second and the same way not even a
single grain of unhealthy food should not enter our body.”
No doubt it is a great message. Impure food makes our
body impure and dirty thoughts make our mind impure.
Thoughts are a link between the world and Vigyanmaya
Kosh. This side of thoughts is this world, material knowledge, material education, material pleasure, prosperity
and on the other side of it is - spiritual science, spiritual
knowledge, spiritual truth, absolute bliss, peace, pleasure,
absolute prosperity, silence, zero, Vigyanmay Lok, peace,
freedom from confusion, selflessness, purity. Impure food
destroys our structure and impure thoughts destroy our
character.
46
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In scriptures our material body is said to be - Annamay
Kosha, second- Pranmaya Kosha, Third - Manomay
Kosha, Fourth - Vigyanmay Kosh and the fifth is Anandmaya Kosha. Annamay Kosha is nourished with pure food
and exercise, second Pranmaya Kosha is nourished with
Pranayam and the third Manomay or Vicharmay Kosha
is nourished with Vicharayam. Vicharayam means when
for our divine consciousness, when our mind is focused on
some purity, this stage in Yogdarshan has been described
as Aekagra Bhoomi and it has been described as Chittavritti Nirodh. It means Chittavritti Nirodh begins. Removing tough thoughts and retaining easy pure thoughts
is necessary and when it is blocked, then Nirbeej Samadhi
is attained.

A. T wo levels of awareness of
thoughts- Low awareness and high
awareness:

B.

If we practice Vicharayam, we will find it that
the ideas that make a round in our thoughts , 80
percent of them are useless. What kind of thoughts
they are is an indication of the level of our awareness. The Almighty has given a very nice system to
us. The way a mobile has got a system, when it is
fully charged then the lined column on the front
screen will be also full. When the lined column is
at 50 percent then battery is 50 percent discharged
and when it reaches to 20-10 percent then it signifies that the we should immediately connect it for
charging else the mobile will get switched off.
Similarly, the same kind of system the Almighty
has made in our body. Our body also give signals
that some disease is developing in the body and
our body temperature starts going up, when we

Revolution of thoughts
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will have dysfunctional kidney then there will be
swelling the body, when the breathing problem is
felt that means heart and lungs are dysfunctional
and if one does not feel hunger then it indicates
that we have some problem in liver. Similarly when
we have thoughts in the mind that everyone hates
us, all see fault in me only, nothing is going well in
the family, organisation and the relations and I am
destined to cry and cry only it indicates that our
level of consciousness have gone very low and it is
the high time to charge the body. And when we feel
that our mind is happy, I am internally full of bliss,
hope and gratitude, then it will indicate that the
level of our consciousness is very high. What a nice
system the Almighty has given us else we would
not have been able to know about our internal
condition. Therefore, high level of consciousness,
divine consciousnes , Guru or Rishi consciousness,
etc. must be practised again and again. Our biggest
inspiration and thought should be that when we
get up early in the morning think that we are the
representatives of the Almighty, are a part of the
great sages of India and we have their reflection, we
are the children of the great sages. The level of our
knowledge, dedication, endeavour, has to be of the
level of our great ancient sages.

Recurrence of flaws and agony
should not take place:
We have also got to see it that agony has not to be invited
again. If it strikes us, we have to tackle them peacefully.
Thinking it that why only I am struck by it, means inviting pains and agony again and again and it is our responsibility to break this system.

Thoughts are reflection of
one’s Sanskar:
The subtle power of thoughts are many times powerful
than our physical power. It is like atom bomb. It is also an
undeniable truth that any material thing is first born in
our mind. This material world was built by the Almighty
who thought that he is alone so why not to build this
world from the nature? This way his thought which came
in his mind caused the birth of this world. We also prepare

a map before building our house.
A. Now the question arises that whatever we think
or dream, are realised ? Its answer is not available.
False dreams or false thoughts are never realised.
Day dreams never come true. Only such dreams
are realised which make us awakened all the time.
For example, Maharshi Dayanand always chanted
Oim Vishwani Devah because he had a dream to
search for the true form of Lord Shiva. For example,
Swami Ramdev ji Maharaj is always engaged with
Yoga and Ayurveda which means Tajjapastadartha
Bhawanam. This thinking this feeling, should be
so firm so that the thoughts and dreams could be
realised. Then this thought could be true or false.
8.
Many a times you would have realised it that he had
not harmed anyone, he says that he had thought
this way. Some times people think it that he was
insulted by his kin- mother, father, other close
relatives, but if you go in deep these developments
do not occur all of a sudden but it is a reflection of
a long process which was going on for so long and
today it is coming to fore in their behaviour.
B.
While paying consideration, we should also take
care of it that we often destroy one good thought
with our own opposite thought. For example we
have thought it that may almighty bless our family
with peace, love and prosperity. The nature saidmay this happen. The next day we said- none of my
kin are going to mend their ways, their negativity,
how so well behaving I might be. The nature again
said- May this be. This way we have destroyed our
one good thought with another one. This is the
reason why the environment in our family is some
time happy some time agony. It could also have happened - some time happiness, some other time more
happiness.
C. Some time a person is disturbed despite doing some
good work that the result of his good deeds are being enjoyed by someone else. I should have got the
credit for a good work but it went to someone else.
On the contrary we should think that no issue this
time I could not get the desired result and someone
else got that which I deserved, but it will be back
to me one day because it belongs to me ultimately.
I will get that at the end which I deserve and the
thing that I don’t deserve will not come to me how
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D.

E.

so much efforts I may put. If this is the system of
the Almighty then why should I worry?
Many a time we feel it that the person has changed
himself but he never changes as the way you have
been in your childhood you will remain the same
way all of your life. Even then we think it that he is
the same person but his character has changed but
a person’s way of thinking never changes. Then what
is it that changes, the answer is- it is the thought and
behaviour of the person. Therefore thoughts are our
biggest treasure, our biggest strength.
Now the question arises- Why these thoughts come
to our mind? Why they keep roaming in our mind
as clouds do in the sky. Its first cause is that we are
in illusion and if you will always keep your doors
open definitely some burgers, dogs, cats, snakes,
etc. would enter your home. Hence always be
careful so that necessary air could come inside and
nothing important should go out. The second reason is not to be able to understand the ultimate goal
of life or not setting any big target in life. If one’s
goal of life is making home, family, earning wealth,
etc. then despite being the biggest jeweler you
are yourself inviting troubles for yourself because
thinking of only your needs, means your inviting
troubles for yourself. Therefore set a big goal in life.
Then you will be able to forgive others and would
keep growing in life.

Effect of thoughts on next birth:
If a grain of wrong food goes in our body, then we could
lose our health, fall ill and it may also cause death. All these
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could happen in this life only. But when a bad thought
comes in our mind then its effect could trouble us even
in the next birth. Its impact would keep trouble us in one
birth after another. Therefore we have to do proper use of
our mind because this mind is a machine of thoughts like a
juicer. If we will put sugarcane in the juicer, it will produce
sweet juice, and if we will put Neem leaves in it then it
will produce the juice that is bitter in taste. Similarly this
machine of our mind keeps functioning eternally and sages
extract the juice of Mantra out of it, good thinking process,
good company, etc. are the juices like nectar and foolish
persons put wrong thoughts in the mind to get bitter juice.
If you are not able to understand the things well, then the
simplest way is very simple that is the thought that gives you
pain then you should think it that you have got dissociated
from the centre. This thought is not good for us and we
have to prevent it there only.

Prosperity of thoughts:
Now the last thing is that how to utilise this wealth of
prosperity in our life? After 1-2 hours in the day or when
ever we remember it that what sort of thoughts are coming to mind, is it important, will it take my life on the path
of prosperity? Which level of consciousness it indicates in
our life? With these thoughts, we will be able to prevent
70 bad thoughts then we should think- O almighty, the
task I have been assigned with I could be able to execute
them well and the man who is in front of me at this moment I should behave with him in a right manner whether
he is my servant or he is my driver.
A. In the judgement of the Almighty how did I perform
in my role today? What should be the marks that
I should get on my performance? I would flow
as much divinity as I could. May I be a source or
a medium in execution of all humanitarian work
like spreading truth, love, compassion, purity,
knowledge, service, favour, because on a wire of 250
voltage, one cannot make 2500 volt of electricity to
flow. Therefore o Almighty, your knowledge, truth,
compassion, etc. which are infinite and enormous
may this appear through you. Make me a small
divine instrument so that in your small divine drama,
I could also play a role and could be in your feet.
Thinking this way is the true application fo this
divine gift. n

Use and see its result
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Respected Yoga Guru Swami Ramdev’s self

experienced experiments
Our ancestor sages did research on each and every herb for lakhs and crores of years. Such similar herbs and plants
were used by Swami Ramdev ji Maharaj and Acharya Balkrishna ji Maharaj for experiment and its findings were
applied on lakhs and crores of patients and results were very positive. They have compiled their findings in a book
called Aushadhi Darshan. Some of these formulas from this book which are very important are being presented here
on the demand of Sadhaks:

Very useful ointment in Cracks of heal:
Mustard oil
:
50 ML
Domestic wax
:
25 gm
Domestic camphor
:
5 gm
Heat up mustard oil and the moment it starts boiling then mix wax in it slowly. When the wax is properly mixed with the oil, then put the pot off the flame
and allow it to cool down. When the mixture is lukewarm, then add camphor
in it. This way the ointment is ready and it use will be effective from the very
first day.
Similarly, if one applies mustard oil in his navel everyday after bathing, it
will prevent lip cracks. Those who cannot use these domestic methods, they
can purchase Patanjali manufactured lip balm, crack heal cream, moisturiser
cream, body lotion, boro safe, Aloe Vera gel, etc. as these products give great
results.

Domestic treatment of gastric related problems:
Take turmeric, fenugreek seeds, dry ginger- 100 gm each and fifty gram Ashwagandha powder, mix them and make powder of this mixture. One spoon
of it should be taken in the morning at the time of breakfast and one spoon
after dinner with hot water. Its use cures joint pains, arthritis, waist pain, etc.
Take 1-3 cloves of garlic in the morning while you are empty stomach as it is
also very effective in joint pain. It also cures increased cholesterol and make
triglycerides normal. Blockages in the heart arteries are also opened with use
of garlic cloves.
Take roots of Motha grass, and make its powder and take 1-2 gm of it in the
morning and evening with water or milk as it is highly effective in joint pains
and arthritis.
Take powder of Nirgundi leaves one spoon after lunch and the same amount
after dinner with water as it is also very useful in gastric related problems.
Take caster leaves and make its paste and make it warm and apply it on joints.
It will also be very effective. n
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Patanjali's useful
products for winter
Patanjali Balm, Divya Dhara, Crack Heal Cream, Boro Safe cream,
Lip Balm, Patanjali Moisturizer Cream and Lotion
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When thyroid troubles
you in winter

Namita Singh, Razia Pravin, Herbal Research, Patanjali Yogpeeth
gain, fatigue, lesser sweating, low heart beat, excess or very
less menstruation, prolonged constipation, etc. are the
problems faced by him.
The symptoms of hyper- thyroidism are hair fall, vibration
in hands, sweating, weight loss, itching in the body, red
spots on the skin, increased heart beats, fatigue, etc.

Common symptoms of
thyroid problem:
Fast decrease in weight, lack of appetite, sweating, unwanted feeling of shivering, sudden increase in heart beat, dysentery, fatigue, sleeplessness, yellow skin, dizziness, swelling
in the eyes, joint pains, heaviness in the voice, persistent
constipation, weak immune system, irregular menstruation,
contraction in bones, weakness in muscles, etc. are the common problems of this disease. Therefore one must take advice of an expert doctor.

E

very third person in the country is suffering from the
problem of thyroid. Thyroid is a gland near neck which
is responsible for the hormone that ensures developement
of a human as well as the regulation of his metabolic functions. It is located in front of the neck spread in both sides
of it. Its size is like a butterfly and produces a hormone
called thyroxin. This hormone has effect on almost all parts
of body. It plays a very crucial role in the development of
a child. It also plays a significant role in the digestion of
phosphorus and calcium in the body. It also controls body
temperature, helps in release of toxic substances out of the
body. Its imbalance causes sleeplessness and anxiety. It also
increases the possibility of diabetes.

Types of Thyroid:
It is of two types- Hyper thyroidism, hypo- thyroidism.
In hypo- thyroidism, the face of the patient gets swelled.
His skin will become harsh, he will have depression, weight
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Main reasons behind thyroid problem:
Unnecessary use of medicines, as their side effects can be
responsible for this disease. Tonsillitis, x-ray during the
problems of head and thymus glands. Excess of stress and
tension can also has impact on thyroid gland. If someone
has this problem already, then this disease can be caused due
to hereditary reasons.

Test for this disease:
It can be tested through physiology and screening thyroid
function test. In the physiology process, tests of the hormones like T-3, T-4, that increases thyroid should be done.
Besides this, one can also find through screening process if
this problem has not developed through childhood. TFT
is also a method to test thyroid. Through this method, it is
easier to know if the patient has hypo- thyroidism or hyperthyroidism.

Treatment of diseases
yogasandesh1@gmail.com

Problem and its Treatment:
Natural treatment:
1.

2.

3.

Using hot and cool bag around neck: Take a rubber bag
and fill it with hot water, again take some cold water
and soak a towel in this water, then keep both around
neck alternatively. Hot bag should be kept for three
minutes and cold towel has to be kept for one minute.
Apply this method for twice a day- in the morning and
evening.
Apply strips around neck: Take a piece of cotton, soak
it in cold water and then squeeze it. Then wrap another
piece of cotton soaked and squeezed with hot water.
Ensure that the neck is fully covered. Apply this method for 45 minutes before going to bed.
Apply mud around the neck: Take around four inch
long , three inch wide and one inch thick mud around
neck and wrap the whole areas of the mud with a piece
of cotton. Do it for 45 minutes in the afternoon.

Unnecessary use of medicines,
as their side effects can be
responsible for this disease.
Tonsillitis, x-ray during the
problems of head and thymus
glands. Excess of stress and
tension can also has impact
on thyroid gland.
problem. Fruits and vegetables are are very useful sources
of anti- oxidants, which are very helpful in fighting diseases.
Fibre present in vegetables make digestive system function
well and the food is properly digested. Green and leafy vegetables are very good for keeping thyroid gland healthy.
Thyroidism makes bones thin and weak. Therefore one
must take green and leafy vegetables.

Food to be taken in this disease:

Yoga and acupressure:

Use of iodine : The nutritious elements present in iodine
keep thyroid gland healthy.
Use of ginger and Mulethi: Properties present in ginger
like potassium, magnesium, etc. keep thyroid problems
away. Anti- inflammatory properties of ginger prevents enlargement of thyroid in the body. Also helps it to function
well.The patients of thyroid feel fatigue and in this situation
use of Mulethis is very helpful. The elements present in Mulethi keep thyroid gland healthy.
Use of milk and curd: Calcium, minerals and vitamins
present in milk and curd cure the problems related to thyroid. Hence one is advised to use more and more these food
stuffs.
Sorghum, wheat and whole grains: To prevent thyroid
glands from developing further one can use whole grain
wheat and millets. They are very useful in curing this problem. Fibre, vitamins and proteins present in it prevent
growth of thyroid.
Use of fruits and vegetables: Soya, Soya milk, soyabean,
etc. contain such elements which help proper functioning
of thyroid gland. Besides, the patient of this disease also has
to keep the level of iodine maintained.
Vegetables like tomato, green chilly, etc. are useful in this

Other treatments:

Ujjai Pranayam, Bhujangasana, Matsayasana, Sarvangasana,
Vrihmadrasana,etc. are highly effective in thyroid problems.
Besides this, according to acupressure treatment methods,
the centres of thyroid and para- thyroid are located exactly
below the both toes of feet. In the condition of lesser release
of thyroid, apply pressure on the both centres from left to
right that is clockwise manner. And in the problem of excess
release of this hormone, apply pressure on them in the opposite direction. Also apply pressure on the imaginary centre of pituitary gland.

Ayurvedic medicinal plants like Ashwagandha, Brahmi,
black walnut, Favain, Pattharchur, Guggul, Ban-Sangali,
Baingan Phoolgobhi, Shaljam, white Shalgam, cabage, mustard, radish, Kateera, garlic, Bichchhu Booti, Alsi, etc. are
the plants which are very useful in this problem.

Things not to be taken:
Those who have this problem should stop taking rice, all
purpose flour, spices, cream, excess use of salt, tea, coffee,
narcotics, fried food, meat, non- vegetable food, Rabadi,
etc. Better one uses Sendha salt. n
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First stage of public interest
Rakesh Kumar- Chief Central In-charge, Patanjali Yog Sameeti
remember that in my childhood people would stand in queues for long hours in front of ration stores to get keroI STILL sine oil and other essential household commodities like sugar. There was a public tap in my locality for water and
long queues were seen around it both in the morning and in the evening. Today one can book LPG cylinders on
mobile phones and they are sent our homes very easily. But in our childhood, we had to carry a blue card to a gas agency to
book a cylinder which would be available after 15-20 days and that too was to be brought home from gas godowns when
trucks would come there loaded with gas cylinders. In the whole process most of us had to stand in queues for long hours.
Today we have a facility of depositing electricity bills online. But in childhood, we had to stand for 1-2 hours to deposit
electricity charge. Similar were the cases of Railway reservation and other services.

Today, not only our
country but the whole
world is changing. Now
the world does not rune
on fake promises but
one has to come forward to help them and
understand their ground
reality. Instead of misleading the people one is
required to find ways to
resolve their grievances.

T

oday those who are criticising the government by citing long queues outside
a bank or an ATM booth after the decision
of demonetisation, they are required not to
forget that this problem of currency crunch
is temporary and the examples which I have
cited above was faced by almost 80-90 percent
people of the country for many years thanks
to malfunctioning of the government’s system,
poor administration and corruption. They
should not forget it that there was no Modi
and his government those days and the country was ruled by these parties only who are
criticising today’s government over the issue
of demonetisation. Those days also the currency had the pictures of Mahatma Gandhi
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and at the helms of the power, his disciples
were ruling the country. Therefore don’t
consider anyone a fool. Never give unnecessary preachings. Those who are fool, greedy
and opportunist, only they can by into the
arguments of these parties who are criticising
the government over it. But they should not
expect the same from all.
Yes, people should not find a difficulty in
understanding it that the anxiety of most of
these politicians is that their huge sum of
black money got useless overnight after the
announcement of demonetisation. If this is
not the reason, and these politicians are really concerned to the interests of the people,
then it is not the time to sit idle. In stead of
criticising the Government, it will be better
if they would go to help the people in filling
forms and providing other services to those
who are standing in long queues outside a
bank ATM. They should arrange water for
these poor brethren who stand in these queues
for long hours. If these critics of this decision

of demonetisation are so concerned about
the pains of the common people, they should
have arranged to get the bills of the people
and it is still possible to do. But if nothing is
to be done by them to help the people and
their one point agenda is to attack the government then one can better understand the
reason behind their anxiety.
Today, not only our country but the whole
world is changing. Now the world does not
rune on fake promises but one has to come
forward to help them and understand their
ground reality. Instead of misleading the
people one is required to find ways to resolve
their grievances. This is the main duty of the
people’s representative. This is the way through
which one can serve the people’s interests.
The coming days will be the days of the heroes
who rule over the hearts of the people due
to their good deeds. The politics of future
will be full of sacredness and creativity. This
decision of demonetision is a step in this
direction. This must be welcomed. n
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In the Samba district of Jammu and
Kashmir, Patanjali Food and Herbal
Park will be set up


This will ensure jobs for thousands of youth of Jammu and
Kashmir : Acharya Balkrishna

Haridwar, November 23: Patanjali
is going to invest nearly 500 crores
in the state of Jammu and Kashmir.
Through investment, in the Samba
district of the state, it plans to set
up Patanjali Food and Herbal park.
At Patanjali Yogpeeth, Managing
Director of Patanjali Ayurved Ltd.
and the Secretary General of Patanjali Yogpeeth, Acharya Balkrishna
Ji Maharaj, held a meeting with the
officials of Sidco and they were given
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Patanjali is going to
invest nearly 500
crores in the state of
Jammu and Kashmir.
Through investment,
in the Samba district of
the state, it plans to set
up Patanjali Food and
Herbal park.
a detailed project report.
The meeting was held on the issue
of Patanjali Food and Herbal Park.
The officials of Jammu-Kashmir State
Industry Development Corporation
(Sidco) included Mr. Amit Sharma,

This project of Food and Herbal Park
will be set up in the Samba district of
Jammu and Kashmir.
General Manager, Mr. Tara Chandra
Thakur, Senior Manager, Mr. Rajendra Raina, Deputy Manager and Mr.
Jairam Sharma.
After the meeting, Managing Director
of Patanjali Acharya Balkrisna ji said
about the meeting that this project of
Jammu and Kashmir state a significant
development will be in processing of
available agricultural products and
herbs in the state and it will also provide job opportunities to thousands
of youth of the state. He also said that
indirectly lakhs of farmers and this
will help in a great way to improve
the living standard of the people
of the state. n
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Acharyakulam hosted CBSE National Yoga
Competition- 2016


The concept of Acharyakulam and
its environment is the factory where
future builders of the nation will be
prepared- Chairman, CBSE

Haridwar, November 17: In the premises of Acharyakulam, the inauguration
of CBSE National Yoga Competition
was held which was participated by 222
teams of 138 schools. The programme
started with march past by participants
carrying colourful flags. The programme which was held from November 18 to November 21, the participating students spread the message of
disciplined life through yoga to ensure
a strong nation and a strong society.
Speaking on this occasion, chief guest
Sri Rajesh Kumar Chaturvedi, IAS
Chairman of CBSE, said in his opening
speech that it was a great opportunity

for him that in the presence of respected Swami ji, such a national level
competition of yoga was held. He said
that The concept of Acharyakulam and
its environment is the factory where
future builders of the nation will be
prepared- Chairman, CBSE. He added
that the purpose behind this competition is to promote awareness among
students towards yoga.
Expressing his gratitude towards
the participating students and their
coaches, said that the purpose of
participating in such a competition is
confined not only to winning a competition but also to promote sports in
life. He added that the efforts made in
life with complete purity and the spirit
of sportsmanship will also help build a
nation.
Taking responsibility of holding the
programme on behalf of CBSE, techni-

cal head Mr. Taraknath said that in
this national yoga competition, a total
of 1250 participants from 138 CBSE
schools participated in the programme.
The selection of various Asanas for the
participants was done through a draw.
Four grounds were prepared for this
competition in which the competition
was held. Mr. RL Saini, Director of the
Institute, praised the associates. On this
occasion, Mr. Rajesh Chaturvedi, IAS
Chairman of CBSE, along with Swami
ji was chief guest and other guests were
Mr. Manoj Srivastava, Co-Secretary,
and Prof. BK Tripathi were main
participants.
On the conclusion of the programme,
Swami ji offered Shawl to the chief
guest and gave him a memento.
Students of Acharyakulam presented
various programmes- dance, songs,
welcome song, yoga , etc. n
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Being rich in the world means leading
a life in penury and life of penance
7 pm at Patanjali Yogpeeth Ashram. The man sitting in front of a big room has been placed among 100 most richest
persons of India. It is hard to believe it. Reason is his clothing. He wears a simple Kurta and a Lungi, wrapped around
his waist. His face also reflects simplicity. In behaviour, he is very friendly, conscious and introvert. He has a passion for knowledge
about herbs. Here we are talking about a person who has got a place among India’s top 100 richest persons. He is Acharya Balkrishna ji Maharaj, the CEO of Patanjali Ayurveda Ltd. He holds 97 percent shares of this company. His company manufactures goods
used in day to day life with the call of promoting indigenous and the knowledge of Ayurveda, and these products are very popular
across the world. According to an assessment he owns a property worth Rs. 25000 crores but he spends not even a single coin of
it on his personal needs. His services are dedicated to Patanjali. Here we present the excerpts of his interview by NBT’s economic
analysts Rajesh Mittal and Amit Mishra.

IT IS

has been counted among most powerful
persons. Behind this, trust of common
men works.
There must be something due to
which the company’s value grew to
this extent.
Answer: I also don’t understand it that
how the turnover of Rs. 5000 crores was
counted as six time higher. We also earn a
profit of 10-15 percent and that too due
to Uttarakhand’s tax free zone. Moreover, this earning does not go in anyone’s
pocket. This money is spent on expansion of our work.

How do you feel on being counted
among the country’s wealthiest
persons?
Answer: (He looks at his dust laden slippers and says) Seeing my slippers, you
please tell me how do you think I am? I
cannot change on being mentioned on
any list. I am still the same person as I
was earlier. My lifestyle and my cloths
remain unchanged. Let me tell you one
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more thing- the cloths which are on my
body at this moment were also gifted by
a friend of mine.
Then how did you get a place
among India’s richest persons?
Answer: It is still a mystery for me. In
my knowledge no unlimited company is
placed on such lists. If we talk of its positive aspects, then it is a matter of pride
that head of such an unlimited company

Then you don’t consider yourself
a wealthy man? Even then what is
your regular salary, personal expenditure, etc. Tell us something
about it.
Answer: All my expenditures are taken
care by Patanjali company. I don’t know
how much money is spent on my various
trips and do I have to go there. I keep my
ticket with me this way my trips are completed. Even where I reach, people come
on the airport to receive me.

Interview
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But you must be possessing some
money?
Answer: (While opening the drawer of
his table, Achary ji said) Just come and
see, here is nearly Rs. 40000 in this drawer, I distribute this money among needy
people who meet me daily. For example, if
there is some employee who does not have
money and he has to organise a marriage
ceremony of one of his family members,
if he seeks financial help for me, I cannot
refuse to help me. I have a nature to help
every needy person.
So you have only this much of
money with you?
A: No I have some more money (lifting
his bag). Here we have nearly 40 thousand more and it is lying here for somme
6-7 months. In the mean time, I could not
spend them. All my needs are fulfilled
here only.
Being the CEO of Patanjali, you
must be getting some salary. You
must be receiving some money in
terms of salary.
A: Since I don’t have any salary account
hence there is no question of getting salary. I don’t receive any salary.
You must be using some credit or
debit cards?
Answer: There is a credit card issued in my
name but I don’t carry it. It is usually kept
here in my office. It had also got it issued
in some compulsion as I had to purchase
some books from abroad as without such
a card it is not easy to buy books from
there. Since credit card cannot be issued
in the name of a company hence it was issued in my name.
You talk of promotion of indigenous things but in personal life
you use IPhone and Range Rover
SUV car.
Answer: You see, I don’t purchase any-

thing. Its people who affectionately gift
these stuffs to me. This Iphone was given
by someone. If some other person gives
me an indigenous mobile phone, then I
will definitely use it. As far as using Range
Rover is concerned, I had to had this kind
of SUV as it is a part of my duty to go in
hilly areas in search of herbs and travelling
in such vehicles is convenient for those areas. Now Range Rover is no longer a foreign vehicle as it has been purchased by an
Indian manufacturer.
Its fine that it has been purchased
by an Indian owner but it is manufactured abroad.
Answer: So what. We have no opposition
to any kind of technology. If a computer
system is manufactured abroad, then
should it not be used because it is not indigenous ? One must try to understand
the essene of our definition of indigenous.
What is your definition of indigenous?
Answer: Since foreign companies use water and other resources of this country.
Since labourer are from our country, users are from our country then why should
we allow foreigners to earn profit out of it.
These things are technology based and we
can refrain from purchasing such goods. If
we have an alternative of purchasing indigenous brand of a product then why should
we go to purchase a product of foreign
brand. But it does not mean that we should
turn our back on technology. We need
technology. We are often told that the machines that we use are also foreign made so
do not have right to talk about promotion
of indigenous things. This is a reality that
people of the country are getting the best
quality products owing to these machines.
All important machines are manufactured
in Germany, Japan, America or Canada. To
change this situation, we have set up Patanjali Research Foundation. On this we are
going to spend Rs. 150 crores.

Since foreign companies use water and other
resources of this country.
Since labourer are from
our country, users are
from our country then why
should we allow foreigners to earn profit out of
it. These things are technology based and we can
refrain from purchasing
such goods. If we have an
alternative of purchasing indigenous brand of a
product then why should
we go to purchase a product of foreign brand.
What is your role in Patanjali
group?
Answer: (Smiling) My job is to fill Hukkah here. I mean to say that in the past
a man was assigned to attend guests in
our families. My role is also just like that.
People come to me from all around and
I have a duty to listen to them. I give directives accordingly. I have nothing more
than this to do. The almighty has given
only one thing which has been equally
distributed among all of us. It is time.
Everyone has got 24 hours time. Whether it is some rich man or some poor man.
Now it is a challenge how to utilise this
time. Where we are today or where we
will reach tomorrow, we will be able to
achieve everything on the basis of our
priorities.
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You advise many types of formulas
on your yoga pages. But information
is not very clear especially regarding
their use and timing. For example,
you say it that use this or that herb
to stop hair fall but you don’t suggest
how longer it has to be used.

it that I am in a forest despite being in
the crowd of people. Now I am telling
you my story but on normal days I listen
the stories of the people who visit here.
All this keeps me very busy. Now I don’t
have leisure time to think about these
kind of things.

A: Your advice is good. Now I will try in
future to give even more precise information.

You faced many legal actions in recent years due to certain controversies, what do you say about it?
A: My heart bleeds due to such incidences. We want to serve others but we have
to face these kind of challenges. Then we
think that when those made great sacrifices during freedom struggle have been
forgotten, where do we stand in front of
them? Even martyrs like Bhagat Singh
who died for us did not officially get the
status of a martyr now what further can
we say?

Which is the project which is very
close to your heart and that gives
you highest degree of satisfaction.
A. The herbal garden that we have prepared is really closest to my heart. My
cows, my ducks, are dearest to me. When
I am with them, I become the Balkrishna
of herbs. In that environment I really appear different from the who who works
in an office.
Then you must be feeling that you
are trapped in this work.
A: Initially it seemed me to be like this.
But not now. Now in many ways I feel
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What is the secret of such a great
coordination between you and
Swami ji?
A. We have spent nearly three decades together. Initially we did not think that we

will ever be able to achieve such a great
success. We had little acquaintance with
each other when we were together in Gurukul. We mostly spent in a Gurukul of
Jind. He would always encourage me and
helped me to learn a lot of things. Some
time I would get angry at him but soon I
would start feeling that he helps me like
an elder brother, so what was wrong in
it. I have a habit of keeping everything at
a proper place and in a proper manner.
But Swami ji is different. He is carefree
he speaks his mind while teaching yoga
to masses. He is also very hardworking. I
cannot do this much of hard work. Swami
ji does a lot of hard work both mentally
and physically. Initially Swami ji had a
mission to help students from poor background and teach them in a way so that
they could become IAS officers. But later
we decided to take Guru-Shishya Parampara (the traditional bonding between a
teacher and a disciple) forward. Finally we
decided to teach in an Ashram. But there
we found many types of cumbersome formalities and we rejected this idea. Then
we decided to do something of our own.
We were acquainted with Swami Shankardev ji and we started to work with him.
Later we converted the institute into a
trust. I still live there.
What is your latest mission where
you are still engaged.
Answer: Now I am engaged on
collecting manuscripts which are as
old as 1000-1400 years. I am engaging
people to help me in this work. I have
prepared World Yoga Encyclopaedia
and World Herbal Encyclopaedia. We
have prepared data base of more than
60 thousand medicinal plants. People
know the names of these plants but
cannot recognise them. Hence I am
preparing their paintings. Actually I
also write poetry. n

Our detergent cakes and powders
are special products of Patanjali
for cleaning clothes with safety of your
hands as they contain extracts of lemon
and Neem, which shine the fabrics
Premium Detergent Powder, Somya Liquid Detergent, Popular Detergent
Powder and Cake, Superior Detergent Powder and Cake.
Patanjali Dishwash Bar
For thousands of years, our mothers have been
using ash and lemon extract to clean utensils
and have been applying coats of cow dung and
cow urine on the kitchen floor.
After long research,
Patanjali has prepared the country's
best Patanjali Dishwash Bar by using
ash and lemon.
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If people’s character had changed, we would
have had no need for demonetisation
Respected Yoga Guru Swami Ramdev Ji Maharaj

M

r. Modi’s decision of demonetisation will strengthen the economy of our country in the
days to come. In this nation mission of the Prime Minister, sages of the country also stand
by him. Hindu Dharmacharya Mahasabha, all Akhadas, all the sages of the country, together
work to make people’s character sacred. They stand by the Prime Minister in his great mission.
Since our duty towards the nation is more important than our duty as a sage, if the nation survives, only then we the sages and our culture will survive. However, Sarvesham Hi Shuchitanam
Artha Socham Param Sukhe’. Among all types of sacredness, economic sacredness is considered
to be of paramount importance. Therefore Prime Minister Modi decided that to bring this black
money back in the country and this way funding to terrorist organisations like Naxalites will be
cut off. This is the biggest attack on the backbone of terrorism.
Since terrorism has taken the highest number of human life after independence and nearly
one lakh people have lost life due to it. Therefore all oppositions to the decision of the Prime
Minister cannot be supported. Because those who speak against the national interest means they
don’t want to see the progress of the country. Those parties and individuals who are opposing this
decision have a message from us that they should not do politics on this issue. Even earlier Modi
ji gave two opportunities to the people who have stashed black money, appealing them to return
the money in the main stream, pay penalty and lead a healthy way of life. When people did not
change their tendencies then Mr. Modi took this harsh decision.
Now people are again trying to apply wrong means for money laundering. But the prime
minister has clearly said that no such a person will be spared. The moment when demonetisation
was announced then cooperative bank started depositing currencies in Rs. 100-100 crores and
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Rs. 1000-1000 crores. This
cannot happen without any
proper planning therefore the
government will definitely act
against such practises. We also
demand for action against
such practices.
To destroy the reign of
blackmoney, Naxalism, terrorism, fake currency, there
was no other means than
demonetisation. These menaces were largely encouraging
Pakistan and its terrorists
were getting emboldened
day by day and their funding
was also taking place with
fake currency. Demonetisation has in one stroke ended
circulation of fake currency
in the country.
After this it is largely
possible that bank rates
will come down and it will
be clear for the people to
build their homes. Many
constructive activities will
start in the country. Everyone
knows it that banks in foreign
countries give loan at a rate
of 3-4 percent. But banks in
India charge 13-14 percent as
interest and this will definitely
come down. People’s life
will become happy and
prosperous, GDP will become
higher, people will start
getting loans on 7 percent
interest rate, value of our
national currency will also go
up, and people of the country
will become happy. n

Spices are not mere for taste, they are medicines too

S

ince ancient time, spices are advised to be used as medicines to cure various types of diseases. But today, spices are
more used for taste and their importance as medicines has been forgotten. Patanjali spices are full of great taste
and fragrance and they also have best medicinal qualities. They have been prepared by Divya Pharmacy and Patanjali
Ayurveda and a lot of best quality herbs, fragrant herbal medicines, etc. have been used and their use will not only give
you good taste but good health too.

lPatanjali Chhole Masala

l Patanjali Garam Masala

lPatanjali Pepper powder

l Patanjali Sabut Ajwain

l Patanjali Methi Dana

lPatanjali Vegetable

(carom seeds)
l Patanjaali Chaat Masala
l Patanjali Sabut Jeera
(Cumin seeds)

(Fenugreek seeds)
l Patanjali Peesa Dhania
(Coriander powder)
lPatanjali Turmeric Powder

Spices powder
lPatanjali Pepper Seeds
lBandhani Heeng
( Asafoetida)
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Patanjali’s overall movement
protects nation from loot of foreigners
Dr. Vijay Kumar Mishra
the policy of Hitler that if a false statement is repeated for 100 times, then the people will start considering it as a truth.

IT WAS Same thing is being done by nearly 5000 foreign companies working in India. Being influenced by their advertisements
we agree to consume even such products which are hardly of any use for us. Besides, these companies have changed the age
old adage of India that a need is the mother of an invention. First these companies launch a product in the market and with the help of
deceitful advertisements, they try to prove it that the product is very important for a human and being misled by such advertisements,
we start giving importance to these products in our life, despite the fact that the products had hardly any place in our lives. Moreover,
their influence on our life is so big that whatever they offer us to eat or to wear, may be their synthetic medicines are not good for our
health but we start using their products. They try to change our outlook according to their own parameters. They change our needs in a
way that we get ready to buy into their claims. This is the way how they try to change our needs and we get influenced by them.

You must have heard the name of a demon called
Raktabeej, for whose rebirth it his one drop of blood
touching the ground was sufficient. Similar
is the case with the foreign companies functioning in
the country. They are entering into our
residences through the wholes made by us and we
have been ignorant to this reality.

C

learly our mentality, thinking, resolve, action, food, etc. were guided
by these foreign companies and we have
mortgages our self- respect, our identity,
etc. that is everything to these foreign
companies. These companies have been
preparing such attire which were considered to be bad and vulgar for Indian
consumers. But we had been using them.
Fashion, beauty products, etc. have very
adverse impact on us which is bad. In this
situation, we have to save our country by
finding ways to destroy the standards set
by these foreign companies and we will
have to establish our own standard.
This is the reason why Patanjali movement is promoting yoga and Ayurveda
so vehemently. Now respected Swami
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Ramdev ji Maharaj has given a call for
boycott of Chinese goods in the country and he has in association with the
workers of Patanjali Yogpeeth organised
Sankalpa Sabha or meetings to take a resolve for this purpose and this way Chinese goods were publicly burnt which
reflected that the country is really changing. Some people started to associate this
movement with the freedom movement.
Many elderly persons in the villages and
the cities asked whether a new movement
for freedom has started in the country?
These companies have been ruining our
economic power and making us poor.
They are destroying our health and this
is a call for making the country free from
the clutches of these foreign companies.

When the wealth of the country will be
inside the country then we will definitely
remain prosperous.

The story of foreign control:
Foreign companies have been looting
our country since the time of independence. Unfortunately we have been considering this loot as the foundation of
our development and it is most unfortunate that a group of intellectuals have
been providing constitutional grounds
to these companies in this loot. They are
facilitating these companies with land
and patronage and these companies have
been destroying our skills, looting our
wealth and natural resources, our peace
that prevails in our families, our future
prospects, our health, etc. We have been
running after taste, blindly, and buying
into their false claims and this way our
bathrooms, our pocket, our hair, skin,
our vital body organs, etc. have come
into their influence. If we say in other
words, our taste, our health, our thinking, our beauty, food, etc. are being controlled by them. And we are trapped in
their claims in a way that we have been
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drifting apart from our culture and traditions. Patanjali is a movement to make us
free from these evils.

The conspiracy which has destroyed us:
Once it was the time when we would
get nutrition in natural food like cow
milk, butter milk, cream, seasonal fruits,
sprouts, Ayurvedic medicinal juices,
etc. Those were the days when we did
not have problems like acidity, constipation, diabetes, hypertension. On the
contrary, we are guided by illusion and
we try to find this nutrition in pizza,
burger, alcohol, tea, coffee, etc. In this
situation we situation, we are bound to
lose our health. Moreover, we are being
made forced to lose our health because
when unhealthy stuffs are banned in the
American and European markets, then
these companies started dumping these
stuffs in Indian market. This is the reality of their food and their medicines.
Today it seems that India has emerged
as the biggest dumping ground of the
harmful English medicines. Here all the
medicines whether they are good or bad,
are openly being sold. The Government
of India had in 1974 constituted a committed led by Mr. Jaisukhlal Hathi. This
committee had in 1975 said that according to Indian environment, whether and
climate, only 117 medicines are useful.
These medicines include treatment of
the diseases like cough, fever, and dangerous diseases like cancer. The committee said that without these medicines we
cannot live. After some years The World
Health Organisation said that this list
has become now old and it added some
more medicines in this list and the number of medicines in this list become 350.
Which means only 350 types of medicines are useful for us for treatment of
any diseases but it is unfortunate that
a total of 84000 types of medicines are
being sold in the country. Despite this

number, diseases are spreading without
any control. The government has been
spending nearly Rs. 23700 crores on our
health, even then diseases are spreading
all around. Moreover, the data shows
that in India the number of doctors was
4780 in the country which by 2012 grew
upto 1800000. In 1947, the number of
allopathic medicines manufacturing
companies was only 10-12, which has
today grown up to 20000.
But in 1947, the number of diseases in
the country was too less and today it
seems the whole country is caught by
some diseases. This is the biggest example of loot in the name medicines which
has been going on in the country. If these
companies which have been manufacturing products meant for taste, fashion,
food and medicines are shut down only
then prosperity of the country can be
ensured.

Comprehensive outlook of
Patanjali Movement:
You must have heard the name of a
demon called Raktabeej, for whose

rebirth it his one drop of blood touching
the ground was sufficient. Similar is
the case with the foreign companies
functioning in the country. They are
entering into our residences through
the wholes made by us and we have been
ignorant to this reality. If one door is
shut for these companies, they would
start entering through another hole. In
this situation, we would not be able to
save ourselves from the loot by foreigners
and in this situation, how will India be
able to emerge as the world superpower?
This is the reason why Patanjali has been
today protesting with fullest of its power
against these foreign companies. Patanjali
started working with Yoga, Ayurveda
and good health and today it is now
producing goods like noodles, beauty
products, food, medicines, etc. Patanjali
has been engaged in this movement.
Yoga Guru respected Ramdev ji Maharaj
and Acharya Balkrishna ji Maharaj want
us to identify our own strength and
utilise our capabilities, make good use
of our resources and be self - reliant. For
this Patanjali appears before us as the
best option therefore it is not the time to
raise questions but to associate ourselves
with it to serve the nation and build it
stronger. n
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Never forget our
great ideals

Become a member of

‘Yog Sandesh’ a monthly magazine
by Divya Yog Mandir (
Haridwar national highway, near Bahadarabad, Haridwar
Phone: 01334-244107, 246737, 240008
Fax: 01334-244805, 240664
email:divyayoga@rediffmail.com

Dr. Naresh Kumar

‘Yog Sandesh’ monthly magazine is available in following

The gardens of our martyrs should
not be destroyed now
Lets make such an endeavour,
With the favours of our nation,
May ignorant people be aware,
Soil is soaked in blood,
Destroys the pride of humanity,
With the sacrifices of our soldiers,
Our sacred soil gets blessed,
Never to forget the great ideal,
Never forget its favours,
We are the children of this land,
Vow for the sacred dust,
Every single martyr also now,
Will never forget its pride,
Not to let the pride of the nation
be destroyed
Sacred soil of India is our pride
May Satyameya Jayate become today,
Jay Hind and Jan-Gan-Man Songs be
If we fall down today,
will rise again tomorrow,
Will improve, will rise and
will be awakened,
Again will be blessed by Mother India
With raised hands with the flag of truth,
We accepted India as our Mother
Gave respect to the national flag,
We raised slogans to praise our rivers,
Now let’s come to speak together,
May India emerge prosperous.
In front of vested interests,
Never forget to unite the nation
with one thread,
May our self respect again be awakened,
May a new day come along,
May our cultural unity be stronger,
By burning the torch of peace,
May India become the sun of the world
May India become dearer to all.
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12 Languages
• Hindi • English • Gujarati • Marathi • Bangla • Punjabi • Oriya
• Assamese •Telugu • Kannada • Nepali • Tamil

Sir,
I hereby p ay R s. ................ a s the annual /
‘Yog S

andesh’

.......................

by
dated

cash/M.D./D.D./Payslip
....................

Therefore

please send me Yog Sandesh in ..........................
language e very

month

at t he

address g iven

below.
Name .............................................................
Father/Husband name .......................................
Address ...........................................................
........................................................................
........................................................................
........................................................................
District ....................... State .............................
Pin Code...................... Phone ..........................
email ...............................................................

(Special rules)
1. Subscriprion fee-1 year-150/- 5 years-700/- 11 years1500/2. D .D. should be i n favour o f Yog Sandesh payable in
Haridwar.
3. T he D.D. payable on other places than Haridwar send
Rs. 70 extra.
writing
5. T he s ubscription i n abroad i nitially f or one y ear. T he
subscription f ee f or s uch m embers Rs. 1050/- or U SD

20/- or GBP 15/6. Subscription f ee m ay b e deposited i n the A/c no.
30721914467 ( SBI P atanjali Yogpeeth, Shantarshah,
Bahadarabad, Haridwar).
7.
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